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ABSTRACT

This report presents three methods of determining fracture geometry and
interconnection from well test information. Method 1 uses evidence for
boundary effects in the well test to determine the distance to and type of
fracture boundary. Method 2 uses the spatial dimension of the well test to infer
the geometry of the fracture-conduit system. Method 3 obtains information on
the spacing and transmissivity distribution of individual conductive fractures
from fixed-interval-length (FIL) well tests. The three methods are applied to
data from the Site Characterization and Validation (SCV) at the 360m level of
the Stripa Mine. The focus of the technology development is the constant-
pressure welltest, although the general approaches apply to constant-rate well
tests, and to a much lesser extent slug or pulse tests, which are relatively
insensitive to boundaries and spatial dimension.

Application of the techniques to the N and W holes in the SCV area shows that
there is little eviden. e for boundary effects in the well test results. There is, on
the other hand, considerable variation in the spatial dimension of the well test
data ranging from sub-linear (fractures which decrease in conductivity with
distance from the hole) to spherical, for three-dimensional fracture systems. In
some cases flow changes dimension over the course of the test. The absence of
boundary effects suggests that the rock mass in the SCV area contains a well-
connected fracture system.

Major uncertainties in th* / a lysis of well test data limit the use of single
borehole measurements. ft .out assuming the value of specific storage, one
can reliably determine c / ;' ie spatial dimension, and, for two dimensional
flow only, the transmiss * \j Among the uncertainties are the effective well
radius, the degree to wi. h the fracture conduits fill the n-dimensional space in
which flow occurs, and t > cross-sectional area of the conduits at the wellbore.

This report presents a : nplete development of constant-pressure well test
methods for cylindrica ow and flow of arbitrary dimension. Computer code
listings for generation c typt curves are provided.
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INTRODUCTION

Where does the water move? How do we identify tine conduits that cany
groundwater? How large are the conduits? How do they connect with one
another to form flow paths? These are the essential questions for predicting
the potential for contaminant movement by groundwater.

We can gain insight into the range of possible conduits by studying the
geology of the rock mass. In crystalline rocks these conduits may be single
fractures or fracture zones. In sedimentary rocks the conduits may include
course-grained clastic channels, sand seams, or other depositional
heterogeneities. Geophysical methods also can identify possible flow
conduits. However, significant, water-bearing zones are inevitably a subset
of the geologic and geophysical anomalies. This concept is illustrated in
Figure 1-1. For example, we may map and or otherwise identify many
fractures; however, only a portion of these bear water. Furthermore, a small
number of the water-bearing fractures may carry most of the flow in the
rock.

Whatever we learn about the geometries of geological features and
geophysical anomalies, we are ultimately concerned with the geometry of the
hydraulic conduits. This report considers the question of what we can infer
about the geometry of hydraulic conduits from well tests. The report
develops the theory of well test interpretation to identify conduit geometries,
and applies these approaches to single-hole well test data from the Site
Characterization and Validation (SCV) studies at Stripa.

We consider three approaches to the inferring the hydraulic geometry, The
first is the identification of boundary effects in well test data. Boundary
effects are the responses of a well test to the finite extent of flow paths, as
observed in the recorded pressures or flowrates. Where present, boundaries
may be either "closed" (no-flow) or "open" (constant pressure). Changes in
the hydraulic properties of either the rock or the fluids in the rock can also
cause boundary effects. In fracture systems, closed boundaries may be
observed when the fractures intersected by the borehole do not connect to
any other hydraulic conduits (Figure 1-2). Well tests on fractures that
intersect very highly conductive features may yield open-boundary effects
when they intersect very highly conductive features away from the well.

The second approach to identifying conduit geometry considers the spatial
dimension of the well test. The dimension describes how the hydraulic
conduits fill the space around the well. The dimension may have an integer
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value of one, two, or three — corresponding to the familiar cases of linear,
cylindrical, and spherical flow, respectively — or it may have fractional values
as discussed by Barker (1988). Figure 1-3 illustrates the cases of integral
dimension flow.

The third approach looks at the statistics of fixed-interval-length (FIL) tests to
infer hydraulic conduit geometry. This approach infers the spacing and
conductivity distributions of individual hydraulic conduits from the frequency
of "no-flow" tests - tests with conductivities below a set threshold value - and
the transmissivity distribution of the test values.

This report presents aspects of the theory of well test interpretation to infer
geometry, and provides examples of interpretations using data from the Site
Characterization and Validation (SCV) studies at the Stripa Mine. We warn
the reader that the interpretation of well test data contains major
uncertainties, which we will try to point out throughout this report. In many
cases, the well test analyses simply constrain the range of possible
interpretations of geometries and hydraulic properties, and do not provide
definitive answers. Nonetheless, we believe that the quality of site
characterization is improved by recognizing the uncertainties implicit in the
basic assumptions of well test analysis, rather than ignoring the limitations of
preconceived interpretive models.

The report comprises five chapters. The introductory chapter provides the
basic definitions of hydraulic and geometric properties. Chapter 2 develops
the theory of constant-pressure well testing for cylindrical flow, emphasizing
boundary effects and including skin and leakage effects. The geometry of the
conduits is inferred primarily from evidence for heterogeneous properties and
finite boundaries in the rock mass.

Chapter 3 presents the theory of radial flow of generalized dimension for
constant-pressure well tests following the approaches of Barker (1988). The
basic approach of this section is to investigate conduit geometry from the
spatial dimension indicated by the well test.

Chapters 4 and 5 consider applications to field data from the Stripa Mine.
Chapter 4 is an application of the constant-pressure analysis methods to well
tests performed as part of the Site Characterization and Validation (SCV)
program at Stripa. Chapter 5 shows how probability distributions for the
spacing and transmissivity of the conduits can be inferred from the results of
fixed-interval length well tests in the SCV boreholes.
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The appendices provide listings and instructions for computer codes to
generate constant-pressure type curves.

1.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS FOR WELL TESTING

This section discusses basic terms and concepts, with definitions for the major
factors influencing well tests given in both hydrologic and mechanical terms.
In defining hydrologic properties, the important distinctions between porous
rock and fractures are emphasized.

1.1.1 Permeability. Hydraulic Conductivity. Transmissivity

The diffusion equation is the fundamental basis for all well testing methods
for saturated, laminar flow. Simply stated, most well test methods, including
those discussed in this paper, are based on solutions of the diffusion
equation:

V2h = I £ t (1-1)
q dt

where:
h = hydraulic head [L]
t = time [T]
q = hydraulic diffusivity [L2]

The diffusivity r) is defined as:

5

where:
K = hydraulic conductivity [L/T]
Ss = specific storage [l/L]
T = transmissivity [L2/T]
S = storativity [-]



The head in Equation 1-1 is the total head of the fluid, which includes
components related to the pressure and the elevation:

h = I- * Az (1-3)
Pg

where:
p = fluid pressure [M/LT2]
g = gravitational acceleration [L/T2]
p = density of the fluid [M/L ]
Az = height above a chosen datum JL]

T and S are the hydraulic properties of planar conduits such as bedded
aquifers or single fractures. K and S, are the hydraulic properties of a water-
bearing medium. Depending upon scale, the medium may be the porous
rock, a system of aquifers, or a network of fractures. These properties are
discussed in greater detail in the following sections.

Equation 1-1 is the expression of the diffusion equation in rectilinear,
Cartesian coordinates; it can be readily transformed to cylindrical or spherical
coordinates for other flow geometries. The two basic material parameters
obtained from well testing are the transmissivity, T, which describes the flow
capacity of the aquifer or conduits intersected by the test zone, and the
storativity, S, which describes the storage capacity of the conduits.

The fundamental basis of laminar, saturated flow theory is Darc/s law,
which states that flow velocity and flux are a linear function of hydraulic gra-
dient:

v = - K * 0-4)
dx.

where:
v = velocity [L/T]
K = hydraulic conductivity [L/T]
x = distance along conduit [L]
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The hydraulic conductivity is a function of the material properties of both the
porous rock and the fluid. K can be expressed in terms of distinct rock and
fluid properties by:

K = !*I (1-5)

where:
k = permeability of the rock [L2]
M = dynamic viscosity of the fluid [M/LT]

The fluid properties p and n vary with temperature. Particular care must be
taken in well tests to know the temperature conditions and keep them
constant to avoid erroneous estimation of rock properties.

In describing the flow capacity of a planar, porous aquifer, the transmissivity,
T, is commonly defined as:

T = Kb

where:
b = aquifer thickness [L]

Transmissivity describes the capacity of a conduit or aquifer to transmit
water, while hydraulic conductivity describes the conductive properties of the
material comprising the conduit or aquifer.

Well tests measure transmissivity. Hydraulic conductivity is calculated from
the transmissivity by taking b as the thickness of the aquifer or aquifers
intersected by the well. For stratified aquifers, the value of b is simply the
thickness of the water bearing stratum. For well tests in massive crystalline
rock, b is not so clearly defined. Commonly, the thickness used for
calculating hydraulic conductivity is simply the test zone length, despite the
fact that only a small portion of the test zone is conducting fluid. Unless the
test zone length is very long relative to the fracture spacing, such
conductivity values are probably not representative of the rock mass as a
whole. An accepted method of calculating rock mass conductivity does not
exist. Carlsson et al. (1983) suggested using the geometric or harmonic mean
of the conductivity measurements in a well as a measure of rock mass



conductivity. More complicated estimates can be produced using fracture
network models (e.g., Long et a!., 1982, Dershowitz, 1985).

The distinction between transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity is
important in considering fracture flow. A single fracture may be viewed con-
ceptually as a single aquifer or conduit. Analagously to the definition of a
porous aquifer, the transmissivity of the single fracture may be defined as:

T = K,e 0-7)

where:
K< = fracture conductivity [L/T]
e = fracture aperture [L]

If the fracture is filled, Kf is the hydraulic conductivity of the filling material.
If the fracture is not filled, then the fracture conductivity is a measure of the
frictional drag of the flow along the fracture walls and the tortuosity of the
flow paths within the fracture. The frictional aspect of fracture conductivity
may be idealized by the so-called cubic law, which describes laminar, viscous
flow between parallel plates:

Q « T - flf! (1-8)
12M

where:
Q = flowrate [L3/T]

For a given aperture, this equation gives the highest value of transmissivity
that a fracture can possibly have. The surfaces of natural, open fractures are
generally not ideal, parallel plates. Apparent apertures estimated from
measured transmissiviries using this equation are usually much less than the
actual wall separations of the fractures.
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1.1.2 Storage

In a porous aquifer, the specific storage describes the increase in the volume
of fluid contained within a unit volume of a water-bearing medium in
response to a unit increase in pressure:

(1-9)

where:
V = volume of the porous medium [L3]

= volume of fluid in the medium [L3]

Specific storage is a lumped parameter originating from the analogy between
groundwater flow and thermal diffusion (Theis 1935). In saturated, confined
flow, the storage has its source in the compressibility of the rock and fluid.
Fcr porous media the specific storage is related to the rock and water
compressibilities by:

(MO)

where:

Q
= rock compressibility
= fluid compressibility
= porosity

[LT2/M]
[LT2/M]
H

For an aquifer, the storage of fluid can be expressed in terms of the
storativity:

S = bSf
(1-11)

The .storativity is a dimensionless quantity that describes the increase in the
volume of fluid stored per unit area of an aquifer of uniform thickness, in
response to a unit increase in pressure.
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An analogous storativity can be defined for a fracture, as the increase in the
volume of fluid stored per unit area of the fracture, in response to a unit
increase in pressure. For a single fracture. Equation 1-11 may be rewritten as
P o e and Osnes, 1985):

= Pg
K

eC (1-12)

where:
k,, = fracture normal stiffness [M/Ll T2 ]

As with a pcrous medium, the storativity has two components — one due to
fluid compressibility, and one due to aperture changes. In porous media, the
rock compressibility component is usually much sr.iller than the fluid
component and is generally neglected. Single fractures, on the other hand,
often have very small fluid volumes and the stiffness component may then be
dominant.

Fracture deformation presents a probÅein in this definition. The deformation
of a fracture may account for a significant portion of the change in storage,
but in the derivation of the diffusion equation (Equation 1-3) from Darc/s
Law, pressure-dependent permeability terms are neglected and conductivity is
assumed to be constant (Snow, 1968). Since in a fracture the transmissivity is
proportional to aperture cubed, and aperture varies approximately linearly
with pressure, the diffusivity of a fracture in Equation 1-1 is not constant but
is a function of pressure:

I „ e2 « p2 (1-13)

s

Storativity is a property of an aquifer or conduit. The specific storage, on the
other hand, is a property of the material contained in the conduit. For
unfilled, saturated single fractures, specific storage has no physical
significance because the total volume of the fracture consists only of the fluid
volume.
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1.1.3 Wellbore Storage

The primary purpose of well testing is to determine the properties of the
reservoir of fluid in the rock surrounding the borehole. The transient well
test response is caused by the removal or addition of fluid to the storage of
this reservoir. However, the wellbore and the test equipment also serve as
fluid reservoirs. These additional reservoirs have storage properties which
under some circumstances can dominate the transient behavior of the well
test. As the wellbore storage has nothing to do with the rock reservoir
properties, it is important to recognize its effect so that wellbore behavior is
not misinterpreted as rock reservoir behavior. It is also important to design
tests to limit or eliminate the wellbore storage effect.

Wellbore storage was examined in the hydrogeologic literature by
Papadopolus and Cooper (1967) and may be defined as the volume of fluid
added to (or released from) storage in the wellbore for a unit change in
pressure (Earlougher, 1977):

C - (1-14)

where:
V,
Pw

= volume of fluid in the wellbore [L3]
= pressure at the wellbore [M/LT2]

The terms used to mathematically describe wellbore storage are analogous to
the terms that make up the storage coefficient for a porous aquifer. The
wellbore storage is the sum of at least three components:

w3
(1-15)

where:
C.
C

wl = the change in storage for a change in water level
w2

 = the change in storage due to fluid compressibility,
Cw} = the change in storage due to deformation of the wellbore,
tubing, and other well test equipment.

The water-level term, Cw) occurs only in open hole tests, such as constant-rate
withdrawal tests (or pump tests). The open-hole case is analogous to un-
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confined aquifers where storage is primarily the result of water level
fluctuations. For an open-hole test in an unconfined aquifer, Q,, will be
considerably greater than the other terms, hence C^j and C ^ are generally
neglected. The wellbore storage term, Q,, is simply the volume of water
stored in a unit length of hole divided by the pressure per unit length of
head, or:

C = ^ 0-16)
Wl Pg

where:
A,, = cross-sectional area over which the fluid level fluctuates [L2 ]

For tests where there is no water-level fluctuation, the wellbore storage
consists only of the compressibility terms, C ^ and C,^. Most packer tests,
especially pressurized injection tests, fall into this category. In these tests the
wellbore storage is analogous to the storativity of a confined aquifer. The
fluid compressibility term, C ^ may be defined as:

C«a - V^C/ (M7)

where:
Vwf = the volume of water pressurized (or

depressurized) in the wellbore [L3]

The last wellbore-storage term C ^ reflects the deformability of the borehole
wall and the test equipment. For this discussion, we will use the terms
equipment compliance and wellbore compliance, where compliance is simply
a change in volume for a given change in pressure. The equipment
compliance includes the deformation of the packers, of the tubing conducting
fluid downhole, and of any other component of the test system. The
wellbore compliance is the deformation of the open borehole in the test zone.
The term Cw3 is the sum of the wellbore and the equipment compliances.
Compliance values for test tubing and the wellbore may be calculated if the
elastic properties of the materials are well known. The compliance of
non-rigid tubing and packers should be measured directly in a controlled lab-
oratory test.
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1.1.4 Skin Effects

A wellbore skin is a thin zone near the wellbore where the permeability of
the rock has been affected by drilling or by treatments to enhance
productivity as shown in Figure 1-4 (Earlougher, 1977; Agarwal et al., 1970;
Almen et al., 1986). Invasion of drilling muds or cuttings into the formation
results in a positive skin effect An increase in permeability near the borehole
due to drilling damage or washing out of pore fillings appears as a negative
skin. Natural effects associated with aquifer or fracture heterogeneities may
also appear as skin effects. In a highly channelized fracture the location of
the borehole in an island of low permeability may appear as a positive skin
in the well test, while intersection of a short fracture or a channel within a
fracture may appear as a negative skin.

The skin may be viewed as a zone of altered conductivity, K, extending a
radius of rs from the hole, for which the skin factor £ is given as (Earlougher,
1977):

(1-18)

where:
= wellbore radius [L]

Estimation of skin factors in injection and withdrawal tests is discussed in
Chapter 2.

1.1.5 Flow Geometry

Classical interpretation methods for well tests generally consider
homogeneous aquifers (or fractures) and very simple geometries. The three
major flow geometries are cylindrical flow, linear flow, and spherical flow
(Figure 1-6). The hydraulic response of a given test may exhibit one or all of
these forms during a test, the usual progression being from lower dimension
(linear) to higher dimension (spherical).
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Linear flow is some interest as this case may occur when fractures in the well
are parallel to the borehole (i.e. vertical fractures in vertical holes) or where
the flow is restricted to a few channels. Karasaki (1986) has developed an
approach that considers linear flow near the well and radial flow in a porous-
equivalent network away from the well. This approach may provide a good
analogue for channel flow. Almen et al. (1986) report that most tests in a
research program on hydrologic methods showed evidence of cylindrical or
linear, and not spherical flow. A good discussion of flow-geometry effects on
constant-rate tests is contained in Ershagi and Woodbury (1985).

1.1.6 Outer Boundary Effects

In addition to the inner boundary effects (such as skin factor and wellbore
storage), a well test may be influenced by outer boundaries. Two basic types
of outer boundaries are commonly considered in well-test theory: a "closed"
(no-flow) boundary, and an "open'" (constant-pressure) boundary (Figure 1-2).
Closed boundaries occur where the fracture terminates in impermeable
material. Open or constant-pressure boundaries indicate a connection to a
reservoir that is sufficiently extensive and conductive that the well test has no
effect on its pressure. An constant-pressure boundary in crystalline rock
would result from an intersection with any fracture that is significantly more
conductive and extensive than the fracture intersecting the well, including
major fracture zones. Man-made features can act as constant-pressure
boundaries. Flow to an underground opening or back to the wellbore itself
may appear as a constant-pressure boundary.

Leakage into surrounding rock may appear as a boundary effect if the rock
matrix permeability is sufficiently high. Hantush (1956,1959) developed
solutions for leakage in both constant-rate and constant-pressure tests. The
Hantush solutions did not consider the storativity of the rock surrounding
the aquifer; this factor was added by Neuman and Witherspoon (1969). In
crystalline rock, leakage to or from the intact rock may occur despite the low
rock conductivity if the fracture surface area is sufficiently large.

1.2 WHY CONSTANT-PRESSURE TESTS?

There are a wide range of well test methods used in fractured crystalline
rock. These may be considered in two major classes -- sustained disturbance
and impulse disturbance. The distinction between these two classes lies in
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the duration of active pumping or withdrawal from the borehole. The typical
pressures and flows for the major test types are shown in Figure 1-5.

Impulse disturbance tests employ an instantaneous change in wellbore
pressure. These tests then use the wellbore storage alone as a source for the
disturbance. A slug test is one where the borehole is open and the head
changes are measured from the water level (Cooper, et al.; 1967). If the zone
is isolated by packers or other seals, the test is termed a pulse test (Wang, et
al., 1977; Bredehoeft and Papdapoulos, 1980). The two methods use the same
type curves with wellbore storage terms appropriate for the pulse or slug
method.

We did not consider the using pulse or slug tests fr ~ this study because the
form of the slug test curve is not sensitive to either boundary effects or
dimension. Figure 1-6 shows the influence of open outer boundaries on the
slug test curve. The open boundary steepens the latter time portion of the
curve. In analyzing data, however, one can overlook the boundary effect by
matching the curve having smaller storage properties. Similarly, the slug test
curve does not change its basic form with spatial dimension (Black, et al.,
1987). The slope of the slug curve changes with both dimension and storage
effects. One can match from a conduit system with any dimension to type
curves of another dimension (Figure 1-7). A mismatch can only be inferrred
from unrealistic values of the storage properties. Such mismatches may lead
to errors over orders of magnitude (Figure 1-7) in hydraulic properties
determinations.

Sustained disturbance well tests are of two major types - constant-rate tests
and constant-pressure tests. The constant-rate approach is more commonly
applied in geohydrologic and reservoir engineering operations. The constant-
pressure (or Lugeon or packer test) is more often used for civil and mining
engineering applications. The two tests are largely equivalent if one uses a
transient analysis for the data interpretation. A constant-rate test produces a
transient pressure result; a constant-pressure tests produces a transient rate
result.

Boundary effects and spatial dimension have distinctive appearances in
sustained disturbance tests (Doe, et al. 1987; Barker, 1988). Sections 2 and 3
of this report discuss those forms in detail. Furthermore, the volume of rock
affected by the test increase with the duration of the disturbance, hence a test
can be designed to influence a greater or lesser region around the borehole,
n cylindrical flow, for example, the radius of influence increases with the

: quare root of production or injection time.
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Of the two main sustained disturbance well test methods, we chose to
concentrate on constant-pressure methods for two reasons. The first is the
absence of wellbore storage effects (the borehole is maintained at constant
pressure). The second reason is that the constant pressure condition is earlier
to maintain in low conductivity rock. For constant-rate tests one must know
the approximate conductivity of the rock to choose a flow rate for a constant-
rate test. If one injects, a rate too low will produce an insufficient response,
while a rate too high may result in hydraulic fracturing.
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THEORY OF CONSTANT-PRESSURE WELL TESTING IN TWO
DIMENSIONS

The constant-pressure (or constant-pressure) test is one where the borehole is
maintained at constant pressure or head for the duration of the pumping or
injection period. The constant-pressure test has not received the same
attention as the constant-rate test in the hydrogeologic and reservoir
engineering literatures, as it has in civil engineering practice, where is often
known as the packer or Lugeon test. Packer tests are commonly analyzed by
assuming steady flow conditions, and an excellent review of the steady
analysis approach is contained in Zeigler (1976). Nonetheless, the constant-
pressure test is essentially a transient flow-iate test, where steady conditions
are special case of constant-pressure boundaries or leakage. In the
hydrogeologic context, constant-pressure methods have been used for flowing
wells (Jacob and Lohman, 1952). Reservoir engineers have used constant-
pressure methods especially for studying the late-term behavior of reservoirs,
when they are often produced under constant pressure conditions.

The constant-pressure test is well-suited for low-permeability rocks and soils
where it may be easier to maintain constant-pressure rather than constant-
rate conditions. Constant-pressure tests have been suggested for the
measurement of the flow properties of fractured, non-porous rock P o e and
Remer, 1981) such as the crystalline formations being considered for nuclear
waste isolation.

A number of solutions for transient flow from a constant-pressure well have
been published. Jacob and Lohman (1952) presented a model for an infinite
aquifer bounded by two aquicludes. Hantush (1959) extended this model to
the case of a circular aquifer bounded on its circumference by (1) a no-flow
(closed) or (2) a constant-pressure (open) boundary on the perimeter,
bounded below by an aquiclude and above by an aquitard of transmissivity
much smaller than that of the aquifer. Hantush's model does not account for
storage in the aquitard. Evaluation of Hantush's solutions for drawdown and
flowrate can be difficult, because the solutions are presented in the form of
infinite series, the coefficients of which must be determined by finding the
roots of an equation of the form:

Jo(0 Y , ( a O - Y0(eM)J(aCfl) = 0 (2-1)
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where
a = a constant
j = 0 for no-flow, or 1 for constant-pressure outer boundary

conditions
Jv(z) = Bessel function of the first kind, of order v
Yv(z) = Bessel function of the second kind, of order v

Calculation of type curves based on Hantush's solutions can be
computationally intensive, particularly for small values of dimensionless time,
for which many terms of the series solution (and hence many roots of
Equation 2-1) must be evaluated.

Ehlig-Economides (1979) extended the model of Jacob and Lohman to include
wellbore skin effects for circular aquifers with either closed or constant-
pressure outer boundaries, but did not consider the possibility of leakage
through storative aquitards above or below the aquifer. Ehlig-Economides
solved the governing equations in Laplace-transform space, and used the
algorithm of Stehfest(1970) for numerical inversion of the Laplace-space
solutions.

Moench (1985) gave a semianalytical solution for the transient behavior of
aquifers lying between two storative aquitards. As noted by Ehlig-
Economides, an analogy exists between the Laplace-space solutions for
transient flowrates in constant-pressure tests and for transient pressures in
constant-rate tests:

FTs P

where
s = the Laplace-space variable [T1]
pwD(s) = the Laplace transform of the constant-rate dimensionless

wellbore pressure [T]
Qn(s) = the Laplace transform of the constant-pressure dimensionless

flowrate [TJ

This analogy could be used to transform Moench's solution for constant-rate
tests into a solution for constant-pressure tests. However, such a
transformation would yield a solution only for flow into the test interval, and
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would not give a solution for the heads induced in secondary, observation
wells.

The model developed in the following section accounts is a generalization of
the models of Jacob and Lohman (1952), Hantush (1959), Ehlig-Economides
(1979), and Moench (1985) which combines all of the features of the four
models. Each of the four models cited represents a limiting case of the
present model. This model was obtained by applying the semianalytical
approach of Ehlig-Economides to the constant-pressure case of Moench's
model of an aquifer lying between two storative aquitards, with skin effects
at the wellbore. This case may be considered equivalent to that of a single
fracture normal to the borehole, where the fracture is bounded by a less
transmissive medium.

2.1 CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF HYDROGEOLOGICAL SYSTEM

The present model was developed for a circular, horizontal aquifer of finite or
infinite radial extent, with either a no-flow (closed) or constant-pressure
(open) boundary conditions on the outer radius. The aquifer is bounded
above and below by storative aquitards, as shown in Figure 2-1. The
transmissivity of these layers is small relative to that of the aquifer, so that
flow is essentially vertical in the aquitards and horizontal in the aquifer.
Each layer is of uniform thickness, with uniform hydrological properties
throughout.

The upper boundary of the overlying aquitard may be either closed or open.
The boundary is closed if this iayer is capped by an aquiclude, or open if it is
capped by an aquifer that remain.» saturated on the boundary. Similarly, the
lower boundary of the underlying aquitard can be either closed or open.

The well fully penetrates the aquifer, and the interval within the aquifer is
isolated from the rest of the well and maintained at a pressure which is
applied instantaneously at the beginning of the injection period, and held
constant thereafter. Because the well pressure is constant, there is no change
in wellbore storage during the injection period. The altered region around
the wellbore is modeled as an infinitesimally thin skin that causes a constant
pressure difference across the well radius.

Each layer is assumed to be homogeneous with invariant hydraulic
properties. The aquifer is assumed to be isotropic in the horizontal plane.
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The pressure distribution in each of the layers is assumed to be in hydrostatic
equilibrium at the beginning of the injection period.
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This model may be interpreted in terms of radial flow from a well into a
single, horizontal fracture, or into an approximately planar, horizontal
fracture zone (Figure 2-1). The "aquifer" in this case is considered to be the
fracture or fracture zone. The restriction of the fracture or fracture zone
being horizontal can be safely neglected if the variation in elevation is small
relative to the injection pressure. A closed boundary may be interpreted as
the terminus of the fracture or fracture zone, while an open boundary may
be interpreted as an intersection with a fracture system of much higher
transmissivity (Figure 2-2).

The bounding "aquitards" represent the rock matrix, for an isolated fracture,
or fractured rock mass of lower average conductivity that borders the fracture
zone. The cases of open upper and lower boundaries of the aquitards
correspond to a connection via the rock mass with another highly conductive
fracture or fracture zone. The cases of closed upper and lower boundaries
could be interpreted as a decrease in rock mass conductivity away from the
fracture or fracture zone. This would be the case if the main fracture or
fracture zone drained a network of less conductive fractures that did not
connect to any othepfractures.

For a single fracture perpendicular to the well, the test interval would
necessarily be fully penetrating if it intersected the fracture at all. For a
fracture zone, the use of this model would assume that the test zone fully
penetrated the fracture zone, in the sense that the net transmissivity of the
intersected fractures should be approximately equal to the net transmissivity
of the fracture zone. Skin effects may be present as discussed in Section 1.1.4.

The present model is necessarily an idealization of any practical situation.
Aquifers and fractures are generally not circular or homogeneous in their
hydrological properties, and most often have appreciable dips. However,
comparison of injection test data to the type curves for an idealized model
may be the best means available for estimating the properties of a formation,
when little geological information is available.

The model may be used to analyze flow data from constant-pressure injection
tests in fractured rock of low intrinsic permeability, in which flow into the
most conductive fractures is more or less radial. In such a formation, the
network of the most conductive fractures is analogous to an aquifer, and
seepage into the finer fractures and into the matrix is analogous to leakage
into aquitards. An effectively closed, external boundary may occur if the
fracture network intersected by the well is isolated, or an open, external
boundary may occur if the network connects at some distance from the well
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with one or more fracture zones of much greater conductivity. In either of
these cases the assumption of radial flow geometry is unlikely to be true, but
through use of this assumption a rough assessment of the formation
hydrological properties may be made. This model should be reasonably
reasonably appropriate if the test zone is dominated by a single fracture;
given the heterogeneity of transmissivity among fractures, this case is likely.

A limitation on the use of this method may arise because the injection
pressure cannot be applied instantaneously. The measurement of flowrates
made early in the injection test may be critical in obtaining a unique match
between test data and a type curve. If the time period needed to attain full
pressure overlaps the period in which this critical data must be acquired, then
the type-curve matching method will not work. Thus it is essential that the
test equipment be capable of producing a pressure rise which is very rapid
relative to the formation response.

A second possible problem with the use of this model is that the validity of
the infinitesimal skin concept for constant-pressure injection tests is
questionable, as was noted by Uraiet (1979). The infinitesimal skin concept
was introduced for the analysis of constant-rate well testing, to account for
the annulus of altered permeability which is commonly thought to exist
around the wellbore. The pressure drop through this annulus depends upon
the flowrate, which is constant in a constant-rate test. However, for a
constant-pressure injection test the flowrate decreases during the test. Hence
the use of a constant skin factor may not be accurate for constant-pressure
well tests. The consequences of this concept should be examined further
before relying on this feature of the model.

2.2 OVERVIEW OF MATHEMATICAL APPROACH

The mathematical model corresponding to any particular case of the above
conceptual model consists of a set of coupled, partial differential equations
with specified initial and boundary conditions, in which pressure is the
dependent variable. To simplify the analysis, these equations are recast in
dimensionless form by defining a set of dimensionless variables
corresponding to time, radius, vertical coordinate, and pressure. The system
of dimensionless equations is transformed to a system of ordinary differential
equations by use of the Laplace transform with respect to dimensionless time,
and the solution of the resulting system in Laplace space is readily obtained.
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The Laplace-space solution for each particular set of boundary conditions is
an expression for the Laplace transform of dimensionless pressure, which is a
function of dimensionless radius and the Laplace variable. The Laplace-space
solution for dimensionless flowrate is the derivative of the pressure function
with respect to dimensionless radius, evaluated at the wellbore. The Laplace-
space solutions for both pressure and flowrate are rational expressions
containing several modified Bessel functions. Analytical inversion and
subsequent numerical evaluation of these solutions is difficult. An alternative
method is used which involves direct numerical inversion using the algorithm
of Stehfest (1970) to calculate the theoretical pressures and flowrates. This
simple algorithm allows the evaluation and inversion of the Laplace-space
solutions to be done on a personal computer.

This semi-analytical model is the basis for the Fortran program CH-QP,
developed by Golder Associates, Inc. A guide to the use of this program for
analysis of constant-pressure injection tests is given in Appendix 3.

2.3 ANALYSIS

The mathematical formulation of the model described in Section 1.2 begins
with the unsteady flow equation for each of the three layers. For the
aquifer, this equation has the form:

3r2 at
K"'

-tf.b dz
(2-3)

z.t"

where:
r
z

t

P
P'
P"
K
K'
K"
b
b'

radial distance from the axis of the borehole
axial distance above the bottom of the lower
aquitard
time
p(r,t) = pressure in the aquifer
p'(r,z,t) = pressure in the upper aquitard
p"(r,z,t) = pressure in the lower aquitard
hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer
hydraulic conductivity of the upper aquitard
hydraulic conductivity of the lower aquitard
thickness of aquifer
thickness of upper aquitard

[T]
[M/LT2]
[M/LT2]
[MIT2]
[L/T]

[LT]
[LJ
[L]
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= thickness of lower aquitard
= storativity of the aquifer

[]
H

This is essentially the transient flow equation for a single aquifer, with two
additional source terms on the right-hand side to account for flow from the
aquitards. These source terms are obtained directly from Darc/s Law for
flow through the aquitards in the axial direction. Defining the
transmissivities of the aquifer, the overlying aquitard, and the underlying
aquitard respectively as:

T = Kb
r = KV
T" = K"b"

(2-1)

Equation 2-3 becomes:

r 3 rdt2 T A Tb'3z Tb"az
(2-5)

z-fc"

This formulation assumes that the flow in the aquifer is pureiy radial, and
that the flow in either aquitard is purely axial. The applicability of this
assumption for a multi-layered system was investigated by Neuman and
Witherspoon (1969), who determined that the assumption holds when the
aquifer's transmissivity is at least 100 times that of either aquitard. This
assumption is likely to be valid for a conductive fracture with leakage
through less conductive fractures or the adjoining rock mass, since fracture
transmissivity distributions tend to be highly skewed with only a few highly
conductive fractures, and multitudinous fractures with transmissivities several
orders of magnitude less than those of the most transmissive fractures. The
initial condition of the aquifer is:

P(r,0) = p, r > r (2-6)
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»nd the inner boundary condition of the aquifer is:

M ) - P . , • era: (2-7)

where:

or,

~ skin factor [-]
= pressure in the injection zone [M/LT2 ]

The outer boundary condition for the aquifer is, for an outer boundary at
infinity:

lim p(r,t) = p.
r-*>

(2-8)

for a dosed (no-flow) outer boundary:

or
= 0 (2-9)

or for an open (constant-pressure) outer boundary:

P(V*) - P, (2-10)

where:
re = the radius of the outer boundary [L]
Pi = initial pressure in the aquifer [M/LT2]

The governing equation for the overlying aquitard is:

sy'
Vdi

b" + b < z < b" + b (2-n)
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S' = storativity of the overlying aquitard [-]

The initial condition of the overlying aquitard is:

p'(r,z,0) = p'.f < z < (2-12)

The lower boundary condition is that the pressure in the overlying aquitard
must conform to the pressure in the aquifer:

p'frlAb,!) = p(r,t) C2"13)

The upper boundary condition for the overlying aquitard is, for a closed
upper boundary:

dpf
dz

= 0
z.b"*b+b'

(2-14)

or for an open upper boundary:

p'(r,b"+b+b',t) = p.7 (2-15)

For the underlying aquitard, the governing equation is:

"ap"
dz2

< z < b

where
S" = storativity of the underlying aquitard

The initial condition of the underlying aquitard is:

(2-16)
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p"(r,z,O) = p f , 0 < z < b" (2-17)

and the upper boundary condition is:

p"(r,b",t) = p(r,t) (2-18)

The lower boundary condition for the underlying aquitard is, for a closed
lower boundary:

Öz
= 0 (2-19)

2 - 0

or for an open lower boundary:

p'(r,0,t) = pf (2-20)

2.3.1 Dimensionless Formulation

Equations 2-5 through 2-20 comprise the formulation in natural variables of
the model described in Section 2.1. Solution of this set of equations is
simplified by transforming it to a set of equations in dimensionless variables.
The dimensionless radial coordinate and the dimensionless boundary radius
are defined respectively as:

(2-21)

(2-22)
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Local, dimensionless axial coordinates for the overlying and underlying
aquitards are defined respectively as:

z'D = Z-h"-b (2,23)

zl - 5!lf (2-24)
*> it

Dimensionless time is defined as:

(2-25)

Dimensionless pressures in the aquifer, the overlying aquitard, and the
underlying aquitard are defined respectively as:

. , P, - PM) .

pD(rD,zD,tD) = —
T i
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Using these definitions, Equations 2-5 through 2-20 can be set in
dimensionless form. The dimensionless form of the governing equation for
the aquifer is:

, 2 r -

drD DärD

— - - A.'
diD dzD

- kn

4-o

(2-29)

where:

X1 = JL 1'
T
_ = the leakiness of the overlying aquitard [-]

k" = JL j _ = the leakiness of the underlying aquitard [-]

The leakiness coefficients k' and k" are related to the "leakance" B of
Hantush (1959) by the ratios k' = TJB' and k" = TJB", where in each case
the aquitard to which B pertains is indicated by primes. The initial condition
for the aquifer becomes:

PD(rD'°) = (2-30)

The inner boundary condition becomes:

P D (U D ) = i • *5£
drD

(2-31)

and the outer boundary condition becomes, for an outer boundary at infinity:
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lim = 0 (2-32)

or for a closed outer boundary at rD = reD:

= 0
dvr

D .D

(2-33)

or for an open outer boundary at rD = reD:

(2-34)

The governing equation for the overlying aquitard becomes:

d?D (2-35)

where
a' = S'/S = the storativity ratio for the overlying aquitard

with an initial condition:

p^(rD,ZD,0) = 0 , 0 < z'D < 1 (2-36)

The lower boundary condition is that the pressure in the overlying aquitard
must conform to the pressure in the aquifer:

n(r,,, 0, tf,) = pr,(rp,t, (2-37;,
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The upper boundary condition for the overlying aquitard becomes, for a
closed upper boundary:

dz'D
= 0 (2-38)

or for an open upper boundary:

= 0 (2-39)

The governing equation for the underlying aquitard becomes:

dz'S X"2'
0 < z " < 1 (2-40)

where
a" = S"/S = the storativity ratio for the underlying aquitard

with an initial condition:

( r D ' z D < 0 ) = 0 , 0 < 4 < (2-41)

The upper boundary condition in the underlying aquitard becomes:

(2-42)
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The lower boundary condition for the underlying aquitard becomes, for a
closed lower boundary

= 0 (2-43)

II .
In-1

and for an open lower boundary:

PD(rD,UD) = 0 (2-44)

Equations 2-29 through 2-44 give the dimensionless formulation of the
boundary value problem.

2.3.2 Lapiace-Space Formulation

By performing the Laplace transformation with respect to time on the
equations comprising the dimensionless boundary value problem, the
transformed (i.e., Laplace-space) boundary value problem is obtained. The
transformed equation for the aquifer, for the specified initial condition, is:

d PD 1 d Po
I — /

dr r D d r D
= S PD "

J 2
i—II

- X1 (2-45)

where

Pn(rD's)
PD (rD.z6
Pn (rD^t

= the Laplace transform variable
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The transformed inner boundary condition is:

(2-46)

The transformed outer boundary condition is, for an outer boundary at
infinity:

lim pD(rD,s) = 0 (2-47)

or for a closed boundary at rD = reD:

dr
= 0 (2-48)

or for an open boundary at rD = rcD:

(2-49)

The transformed differential equation for the overlying aquitard is:

d2Po a' - ,
s p

(2-50)

The transformed lower boundary condition for the overlying aquitard is:
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(2-51)

The transformed upper boundary condition is, for a closed upper boundary:

dPo

dz'D

= 0 (2-52)

or for an open upper boundary:

(2-53)

The transformed differential equation for the underlying aquitard is:

dz
111

a -a= — spD
//2 r D

(2-54)

The transformed upper boundary condition for the underlying aquitard is:

pD(rD,0,s) = pD(rD,s) (2-55)

The transformed lower boundary condition is, for a closed lower boundary:

, -/dP (2-56)
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or for an open lower boundary:

= 0 (2-57)

Equations 2-45 through 2-57 comprise the Laplace-space boundary value
problem that corresponds to the dimensionless formulation given above.

2.3.3 Laplace-Space Solution for Dimensionless Pressure

A solution to the Laplace-space boundary value problem can be obtained by
the methods of ordinary differential equations. It can be verified that the
solution to the set of equations for the overlying aquitard is either:

VD =
cosh (1 -z'L

cosh m'
PD

(2-58)

for a closed upper boundary, or:

PD =
sinh (1 -zD)m7

sinh m'
PD

(2-59)

for an open upper boundary, where:

m'
so'

V
(2-60)

The solution to the set of equations for the underlying aquitard is either:
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//
PD =

cosh (1 -z^m"

cosh.

//
PD

for a closed lower boundary, or:

—n

PD =
sinh (l-zD)m'

sinh m"
PD

(2-61)

(2-62)

for an open lower boundary, where:

m'
Isa' (2-63)

Evaluating the partial derivatives of p D ' with respect to z D ' and of pD" with
respect to zD" at the upper and lower boundaries of the aquifer, respectively,
reduces Equation 2-45 to:

• lp - (s - «'X« - .
r dr

(2-64)
rD d r o

where for the overlying aquitard:

o ' = m'tanh m' (2-65)

for a clo.sed upper boundary, or:
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o>' = m'cothm'

for an open upper boundary, and where for the underlying aquitard:

G>" = m"tanh m"

for a closed lower boundary, or:

u " = m"coth m" (2"b8-<

for an open lower boundary.

Equation 2-64 is a modified Bessel equation, and has a general solution of the
form:

PD = ^i^o(rDa) + ^2^o^rDa^ ' ° = V Y ~ ̂ 'X - u ' V " (2-69)

where A, and A2 are arbitrary constants. Imposing the inner boundary
condition (Equation 2-46) requires that:

I0(o) -

The constant A2 is found by imposing the outer boundary condition
(Equation 2-47, 2-48, or 2-49) and solving for A2. The Laplace-space solution
for pressure is:

for a boundary at rn = <x>, or:
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SIK,(O)

(2-72)
m ' ep

a)\

for a closed boundary at rD = reD, or:

- , , noo(rD
a'r*Da)

Po(rD's) = -f ; i (2-73)
s noo(a, r?Da) + 5an ]0(a, r^Da)

for an open boundary at rD = reD, where:

n l K z ) = K(v)I (z) ± I (v)K (z) (2-74)

Using this solution, pD can be calculated for any rD, as a function of the
Laplace variable s. pD can in turn be used to calculate the dimensionless
pressure for any rD and tD, by use of the Stehfest inversion algorithm
described in Section 2.5.

If an aquitard has storativity approaching zero, then its storativity ratio
approaches zero. When storativity is negligible, the dimensionless coefficient
co ( o ' or u>", as appropriate) is given by:

o - lim mtanh m = 0 (2-73)
m-0

for <i closed boundary, or:
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to = lim mcoth m (2-76)

for an open boundary, where i'Hopital's rule has been used to find the limits
from the definitions of unh and coth. The latter case is equivalert to that
considered by Hantush (1959) in his model for transient flow in an aquifer
bounded above by a leaky, non-storative aquitard and below by an
aquiclude. For this special case of "Hanrush leakage," Equation 2-64 reduces
to:

drD drr

(2-77)

the solutions to which for the boundary conditions 2-47, 2-48, and 2-49 are
given respectively by Equations 2-71, 2-72, and 2-73 with:

= /s - k2 (2-78)

substituted for the expression given previously.

2.3.4 Laplace-Space Solution For Dimensionless Flowrate

The volumetric flowrate into the formation in a constant-pressure injection
test is given by:

Q(t) =
-2TTT

dr
(2-79)

Defining dimensionless flowrate as:
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PgQ(t) (2-80)

the dimensionless flowrate is related to dimensionless pressure by:

QD<y - |-D (2-81)

The Laplace transform of dimensionless flowrate is:

QD(s) =
dr.

(2-82)

Thus the Laplace-space solution for dimensionless flowrate is simply:

-aK,(a)
(2-83)

for a boundary at rD = «, or:

Qn(s) =
-an'u(a,r a)

for a closed boundary at rD = reD, or:

for an open boundary at rb = rcD.

The cumulative flow is defined by:

(2-84)
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QD(s) . °" :° (°- r -° a ) (2-85,
[ ( ) ^(a, r,Da)]

V(t) = |Q(T)dT

and the dimensionless, cumulative flow is:

27rpgSr',(p,-p )
(2-87)

It follows from the definition _of the Laplace transformation that the Laplace
transform of VD is related to QD by:

(2-88)

Using Equation 2-83, 2-84, or 2,85 as appropriate with Equation 2-88, the
Laplace-space dimensionless flowrate and cumulative flow can be calculated
as functions of s. The dimensionless flowrate and cumulative flow can then
be numerically approximated by use of the Stehfest inversion algorithm, as
described in the following section.

2.4.5 Numerical Inversion of Laplace-Space Solutions

Numerical inversion of the Laplace-space solutions is desirable for two
reasons. Firstly, the Laplace-space solutions are complicated and analytical
inversion may be difficult. Secondly, as noted by Moench and Ogata (19JS4),
Laplace-space solutions lend themselves more readily to numerical evaluation
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because the original functions have been-damped by multiplication with an
exponential function.

The numerical inversion algorithm used here was developed by Stehfest
(1970). This algorithm has been used extensively in petroleum reservoir
engineering, notably by Ehlig-Economides (1979) for analysis of constant-
pressure well tests. Moench and Ogata (1984) proposed using this algorithm
for analyzing constant-discharge tests in water wells. The accuracy of the
method has been investigated by Ehlig-Economides (1979) and Moench and
Ogata (1984) by comparing the results of numerical inversion with results
tabulated from analytically inverted solutions.

The Stehfest inversion algorithm is expressed as:

(2-89)
*-> i f

where /(s) is the Laplace transform of the function F(tD), and the coefficients
of the series are given by:

min(),N/2) r.N/2»

V = (-V*N/2 V k

> ~>. / K W . W H a_iM (\-V\\ f>k-i)! (2-90)

The number of terms in the series, N, may be chosen by comparison with
known analytical solutions. The greater is N, the more accurate is the
computed value of F(tD) should be, in theory. However, Stehfest observed
that in practice roundoff errors will increase with increasing N. The optimal
value of N will depend upon the nature of the function to be inverted and
upon the precision of the computer used. This value is selected by evaluating
the results of trial runs, inspecting the results for stability, and comparing the
results with known, tabulated solutions if these are available.
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2.4 COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION

The foregoing semianalytical model has been implemented in a Fortran
program, CH-QP. CH-QP calculates the flowrate at the well and the pressure
at any specified radius, over the desired time span. Input and output are
specified either in terms of dimensionless variables (pD, QD, rD, tD, etc.), or in
terms of the natural variables (p, Q, T, S, r, t, etc.). In order to calculate the
flowrate and pressure at a given rime, CH-QP calculates the Laplace-space
solutions (using Equations 2-54 and 2-62) at each of the N points, and
evaluates the series in Equation 2-67.

The principal computational difficulties involved in this implementation lie in
the calculation of the modified Bessel functions in the Laplace-space
solutions. Even when 64-bit precision is used, limitations in terms of the
precision and the stability of the Stehfest algorithm are observed. These
limitations are discussed in the following sections.

Verification of the CH-QP program output has been performed where
possible by comparing the pressure and flowrate values calculated to
published values, which were obtained either by direct calculation from
analytical solutions, or by finite-element modelling. Verification of the
present model was restricted by the fact that this model is much more general
than previously published models, and hence the results could only be
compared for a few special cases. Verification of the subroutines to calculate
the modified Bessel functions was performed by comparison with reference
tables, and partial verification of the subroutines to calculate the Stehfest
coefficients and the summations was performed using a hand calculator.

2.4.1 Calculation of the Laplace-Space Solutions

The calculation of the Laplace-space solutions for dimensionless pressure and
dimensionless flowrate involves the evaluation of Equations 2-63 and 2-68 to
obtain pD(rD,s) and QD(s) for the particular rD and s of interest. This requires
the evaluation of modified Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, of
zeroth and first order, that is, I0(z), I,(z), K^z), and K,(z). Calculation of these
functions by using the polynomial approximations of Allen (1956) produces
instability in the inversion algorithm. Allen's polynomial approximations are
accurate only to within 108. Higher accuracy in calculating these functions is
required, since the inversion algorithm (in realistic cases) may need to
calculate the differences between numbers which differ by 10-9 or less.
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Higher accuracy for small arguments of the modified Bessel functions is
obtained by calculating Io(z), Ii(z), Ko(z), and Kj(z) from the first twenty terms
of their power series expansions, as given in Equations 9.6.10 and 9.6.11 of
Abramowitz and Stegun (1964). The polynomial approximations of Allen
(1956) were used for larger arguments, when the accuracy of the 20-term
power series was found to become less than that of Allen's approximations.
Accuracy was gauged by comparison with the tables of Abramowitz and
Stegun (1964). For very small arguments (corresponding values of
dimensionless time greater than 10 or so) the accuracy of this method should
approach the twenty-digit precision of the computer; however, tabulations of
precision greater than fifteen digits were not obtained for comparison.

2.4.2 Verification of the Program CH-OP

No single analytical or tabulated numerical solution exists in the literature
which can be used to test the complete solution contained in CH-QP.
However, several solutions exist which represent special cases of this solution.
Hanrush (1959) gave analytical solutions in the form of infinite series for a
leaky, circular aquifer with either an open or a closed outer boundary, with
no storage in the overlying aquitard, no leakage through the underlying
aquitard, and no skin. Ehlig-Economides (1979) tabulated the dimensionless
flowrate for a confined, circular reservoir with either an open or a closed
outer boundary, with infinitesimal skin but no leakage, using the same
semianalytical approach as is used in this report. Uraiet (1979) tabulated the
dimensionless flowrate for a confined, circular reservoir with open or closed
outer boundary, with finite skin and no leakage, using a finite difference
model. Taken together, these solutions provide tests for all aspects of the
present solution, except for the effect of storage in the aquitards.

In the notation of this report, the solution of Hantush (1959) for a constant-
pressure well in a leaky aquifer with a closed outer boundary is:

o i ( D r f > )

p D = _ _
nOi(*/r,D*)

(2-91)
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and:

(2-92)

where k is the leakiness of the aquitard and en are the positive roots of:

%(e,er ) = 0 (2"93)

where:

Y~ (v z) = I fvW (z) •*- Y M I (z) (2-94)

In order to test the accuracy of the model presented in this report, the
Hantush closed-boundary solutions for pD and QD were tabulated for the case
with rcD =100 and k = 0.005, by summing the first one hundred terms of
Equations 2-91 and 2-93. These tabulated solutions agreed to within four
significant figures with the solutions calculated for the same case using CH-
QP, except for the pD calculated for very early tD, and for the pD and QD

calculated for tD » 105, where leakage from the aquitard becomes dominant.

For very early tD/ the magnitude of pD is of the same order as the accuracy of
the polynomial approximations of Allen (1954) that were used to calculate the
Bessel functions J0(z), J,(z), Y0(z), and Yj(z) in evaluating the Hantush
solution. It should be noted that, for early tD, the pD calculated by CH-QP
matches that tabulated by Hantush (1959) for a boundary at infinity. Uraiet
(1979) verified that for early times the open- and closed-boundary solutions
should converge to the solution for the infinite case. Thus it appears that the
values of pn calculated by CH-QP are more accurate than this tabulation of
thf Hantush solution.
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For early time, the values of pD calculated using CH-QP also appear to be
more stable numerically than those tabulated from the first hundred terms of
the Hanrush closed-boundary solution for pD. This is because the Hantush
solution requires calculations of the oscillating Bessel functions J0(z), J,(z),
Y0(z), and Y^z), first to find the roots of Equation 2-93 and then for the
coefficients of the series in 2-91 and 2-92, whereas the semianalytical solution
used in CH-QP requires calculation only of the modified Bessel functions
I0(z), I,(z), Ko(z), and Kj(z), which are non-oscillatory for positive, real values
and can be approximated to greater accuracy than the ordinary Bessel
functions. The inverse exponential terms in Equations 2-91 and 2-92 have the
effect of amplifying the numerical instability of the analytical solution for
early tD. The absence of this exponential term in the semianalytical, Laplace-
space solution is a key advantage of the Stehfest inversion approach for
early-time solutions.

The oscillation observed in the CH-QP solution at tD ~ 105, on the other
hand, shows one of the main problems inherent to the Stehfest inversion
algorithm. As seen from tabulations of Equations 2-91 and 2-92, which
become more accurate for later tp, the real-space solutions have a rather
sharp change in slope at tD x ICr. The algorithm of Stehfest is based upon a
series approximation of the real-space function, and requires that this
function be smooth relative to the terms in the series (Siehfest, 1970). When
the function is not sufficiently smooth, errors can be expected. The nature of
this error varies with a change in the number of Stehfest coefficients.
However, it will be noted that the error in this case should not greatly affect
the usefulness of the type curve generated.

The solution of Hanrush (1959) for an open outer boundary is:

(2-95)
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and:

(2-96)

MPJ)e

where X is the leakiness of the aquitard and pn are the positive roots of:

V'oo(Pn,PjeD) = 0 (2-97)

This solution was tabulated for the case of reD = 100 and A. = 0.005, by taking
the first hundred terms of the series. The tabulated results generally agreed
to within four significant figures with the results calculated by CH-QP for the
same conditions. Again, the tabulation of Hantush's analytical solution for
pD was seen to be unstable for early tD. Instability also was observed in the
CH-QP results for pD at early tD. However, as for the closed-boundary
models, the pD results given by CH-QP were apparently more stable than
those tabulated from the analytical solution.

At later tD, when the transition to leakage-dominated flow occurs, the open-
boundary solution for pD does not show a sharp break in slope such as that
shown by the closed-boundary solution. No significant oscillation is seen in
the CH-QP solution for pD in this transition interval. Thus the Stehfest
inversion is seen to give more accurate results as the inverted function
becomes more smooth.

The program CH-QP was also found to reproduce exactly the table of
Hanrush (1959) for QD from a well at constant pressure in an infinite, leaky
aquifer, for values of /. ranging from 10 s to 10 .

Verification of the program CH-QP was performed for cases of skin effect but
no leakage by comparison with the results of Ehlig-Economides (1979) and of
Uraiet (1979). The tables of dimensionless flowrate and cumulative flow
given by Ehlig-Economides(1979) were reproduced to within the last
significant figure given. Since the model of Ehlig-Economides uses the same
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seminumerical approach and is a simpler, case of the model presented herein,
it provides a somewhat less rigorous standard of comparison than do the
Hantush solutions. However, this comparison provided a simple means of
testing the computer implementation of the model.

Since Uraief s results were obtained by using a finite difference model, they
provide an independent means of verifying CH-QP. Good agreement with
Uraief s results was obtained for both open and closed reservoirs, with reD

ranging from 500 to 10,000, for cases of zero skin. However, the results
obtained for non-zero skin factors differed significantly from Uraiefs results.
The reason for this discrepancy is that Uraiet modeled the skin effect as a
zone of finite thickness and altered permeability, so that the effective skin
factor varied with flowrate to the well. The model implemented in CH-QP
assumes an infinitesimally thin skin, with a skin factor which is independent
of the flowrate. As argued by Uraiet (1979), the concept of an infinitesimal
skin may be inappropriate for constant-pressure well tests.

2.5 EXAMPLES OF TYPE CURVES PRODUCED USING CH-QP

Because the model represented by the program CH-QP is a very general
model for two-dimensional flow, the program can be used to predict the
effects of many different combinations of boundary, leakage, and skin effects.
We present in this section just a few cases that we found to be most valuable
for interpretation of well tests at Stripa.

Figure 2-3 shows the predicted effects of closed and open boundaries on
constant-pressure well tests. For closed boundaries, the transient flow
response follows the type curve for an aquifer of infinite extent, until the
pressure front from the well reaches the boundary. At that point the flow
decreases rapidly, and eventually falls to a low (possible unmeasurable) rate
reflecting leakage into the surrounding, low-permeability rock.

For an open boundary, the transient flow response again mimics the response
of an infinite aquifer until the pressure front reaches the constant-pressure
boundary. The flow rate stabilizes at that point.

As con be seen from the type curves in Figure 2-3, the time until boundary
effects should be observed is approximately the same for both the open and
closed boundary cases. Figure 2-4 shows a plot of the time to observe
boundary effects as a function of the dimensionless radius of the boundary.
This plot was produced by finding the time at which the transient-response
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curves with boundary effects deviated from the curve for an infinite aquifer
by more than one percent. The time to observed boundary effects in actual
data will also depend upon the noise level in the data.

Skin effects may be incorporated into the constant-pressure type curves.
Figure 2-5 shows log-log type curves showing skin effects for an infinite
aquifer. Unfortunately, the skin-effect type curves do not have shapes
markedly different from the shapes of curves without skin effects. Data from
skin-affected tests can easily be matched to no-skin curves.
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3. GENERALIZED RADIAL FLOW MODEL FOR CONSTANT-PRESSURE
WELL TESTS

This chapter develops methods for analyzing constant-pressure well tests for
generalized spatial dimensions. The dimension of a well test is a key variable
for the two reasons that (1) the dimension gives insight into the geometry of
the flow conduits affected by the test, and (2) one must use a well test
analysis appropriate to the tesf s spatial dimension to obtain accurate
hydraulic property data.

The determination of hydraulic properties from well tests is very sensitive to
the dimension of the test analysis. Consider a well test which reaches steady
flow conditions. Figure 3-1 compares the hydraulic conductivity values given
by the specific capacity (flow divided by head) and the steady cylindrical
solution (Theis equation) and the steady linear solution (Darcy's Law). The
two calculations use the same aquifer surface areas at the borehole and the
same radii of influence. The conductivities for the two analyses differ by
nearly two orders of magnitude.

The concept of spatial dimension is clear for the integer value cases (Figure 3-
2). Recently the concept of dimensions intermediate to the integer-value
dimensions, the so-called fractional dimensions, have been introduced for
analysis of data at Stripa (Barker, 1988). This chapter discusses the
combination of geometries and material properties that yield dimensional
behavior. The chapter then extends the generalized radial flow model of
Barker (1988) to constant-pressure well tests. The analysis methods for the
integer dimensions are described with examples. The approach to using
observation well data is also given, although this report does not analyze any
specific examples of constant-pressure interference tests.

3.1 DEFINITION OF DIMENSION

Barker (1988) developed a generalized radial flow model (GRF) for flow in
hydraulic tests. The main assumptions of the model include

• Flow obeys Darcy's Law

Radial n-dimensional flow into a space-filling aquifer which is
homogeneous and isotropic
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The source is an n-dimensional sphere (for example a cylinder for
2-dimensional flow or a sphere for three-dimensional flow

The model was developed with fractured rock in mind, however, the
assumption of a homogeneous, isotropic medium makes the model equally
applicable to non-fractured, porous media.

The concept of spatial dimension is abstract, particularly when fractional
dimensions are involved. Rather than attempt a definition of dimension, it is
simpler to discuss dimensions in terms of the geometric properties that affect
flow.

For this discussion, we will use the terms conduit and aquifer
interchangeably to describe a geologic feature or system of features that
carries flu.' .s. The relationship of conduit area and volume with distance
from a point defines the dimension of the conduit relative to that point. To
use Barker's approach, the generalized flow equations are developed using a
system of n-dimensional spherical surfaces centered on a common point. The
areas of these surfaces vary with distance from the center by:

= a T
n-l (3-1)

where an is defined by:

.nn

r(n/2)
(3-2)

and r(z) is the gamma function of argument z.

Using these geometric relationships, Barker (1988) develops his generalized
fluid flow equation:

JL d

~i är dr
- S ah = o (3-3)



where:
r
h
K
S.
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= distance from the source [L]
= hydraulic head [L]
= hydraulic conductivity [L/T]
= specific storage [T1]

The Laplace transform of this equation may be written as

d2h n-1 dh S r+ _ n =
dr2 r dr 1

(34)

where:
s = the transform variable

= hydraulic diffusivity
[1/T]
[L2/T]

The geometric property that defines dimension is the change in conduit area
with distance from a source point. In one-dimensional flow (linear flow) the
area of the conduit is proportional to r°, i.e., it does not change. For
cylindrical and spherical flow geometries, the areas are proportional to r1 and
r , respectively. A conduit of fractional dimension n, by extension of this
logic, is simply a conduit whose area is proportional to the nth power of
distance from the source. Chang and Yortsos (1990) and Beier (1990) have
shown how fractally-distributed porosity leads to a conducting area which
also varies by a power of distance.

Note that this definition of dimension is not limited to a range of dimensions
from 1 to 3. Conduits that decrease in area with distance are of dimension
less than 1, and may be termed sublinear. A conduit whose area changes by
a power greater than 2 is of dimension greater than 3, and may be called
hyperspherical. Examples of these conduits are shown in Figure 3-3. Clearly,
such geometries cannot be space-filling in our familiar three-dimensional
world.

The an value may be thought of as a space-filling term in that it describes a
spherical surface that completely surrounds the center in n-dimensional
space. For example in two-dimensional (cylindrical) flow, an is the familiar
2-n. The mathematical development of the flow equation does not require
that the conduit be space-filling. The space-filling properties of conduits are
discussed further below.
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3.2 SPACE-FILLING PROPERTIES OF CONDUITS

An aquifer (or conduit) is space-filling if it occupies the entire volume of the
n-dimensional space surrounding the source. For example, a two-
dimensional, space-filling aquifer occupies the full 360* circumference about
the well. An aquifer which fills a smaller sector about the well is not space-
filling. Well tests in non-spacefilling aquifers may appear identical in form to
those in space-filling aquifers except for the following considerations.

First, only those observation wells that penetrate the active flowpaths will
respond to pumping in the source well. Because the aquifer does not occupy
the entire n-dimensional space around the well, a portion of the observation
wells may not penetrate conducting portions of the aquifer.

Second, the apparent conductance (or transmissivity in two-dimensions) of a
non-spacefilling aquifer is less than that of spacefilling aquifer having the
same hydraulic properties. For two-dimensional flow

T = KbJL
2

(3-5)

where:
e = the angle (in radians) occupied by the aquifer.

If one analyzes a test mistakenly assuming that the aquifer is space-filling,
the hydraulic properties will be underestimated by a factor of 2rr/Q.

Third, the well test response will vary with the location of the pumping well.
A well test performed from any point other than the origin will have
boundary effects. Also, the well test may give very different results if the
source and the observation points are interchanged.

The concept of space-filling versus non-space-filling aquifers is helpful for
conceptualizing fractional dimension conduits in three-dimensional space. A
conduit has a dimension n relative tc a point if its area varies with the n-1
power of distance from the point. Thus a fractional dimension conduit is any
conduit whose area varies with a fractional power of the distance from the
source. Several examples of non-space-filling conduits of fractional
dimension are shown in Figure 3-4.
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It is very important to recognize that the dimension of a non-space-filling conduit
is defined relative to a particular location. The same conduit may have a different
dimension relative to different points in the conduit. Only if the conduit is space-
filling and homogeneous will the dimension be invariant among all points in the
conduit.

3.3 GENERALIZED GEOMETRY AND HETEROGENEOUS DIMENSION

We have defined above a number of conduit geometries that would provide
fractional dimension flow. In real geologic systems, it is obviously unlikely that
nature should create conduits whose areas vary by such regular powers of distance
from the exact points where they intersect our boreholes. Along any given flow
conduit, the area varies considerably from point to point. Therefore, in real
geologic systems one should expect the dimension itself to be a heterogeneous
geometric variable.

3.4 LINEAR FLOW WITH VARIABLE MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The generalized differential equation for fluid flow of Barker is mathematically
very similar to the equation describing linear (one-dimensional) flow with power-
variable properties. Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) describe linear heat flow through
a bar in which the thermal conductivity and storage vary with distance, x, to the
power m. They develop an equation for the Laplace transform of temperature in
the bar. Making use of the analogy between heat flow and fluid flow, substitution
of head for temperature and hydraulic diffusivity for thermal diffusivity in their
equation gives:

^ + jn_dh _ s H = Q ( 3 _ 6 )

dx2 x dx *J

The GRF model of Barker is equivalent to the linear flow with power variable
properties (LPV) model. In the GRF model, the properties are homogeneous and
the area of the conduit changes with a power of distance. In the LPV model, the
area is constant and the properties change with a power of distance. Thus a
particular response in a well test may be explained by heterogeneity of either
geometry or properties or some combination of the two.

One significant difference in the models, however, lies in the response when the
source points and observation points are reversed. For a homogeneous, space-
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filling conduit, the GRF model will predict the same well test responses between
two points regardless of which is the source and which is the observation point.
In the LPV model, the "dimension" is changed when the source and observation
points are reversed. Figure 3-5 shows an example of this phenomenon. If the
properties vary by a power of m with distance from A to B, the variation will be
by a power of -m from B to A. If m = 1, the flow will appear to have a dimension
of 2 (cylindrical) using A as the source and B as the observation point. If the pair
is reversed so that B is the source, the apparent dimension will be 0. This example
illustrates how the apparent dimension of a problem varies with the source
location when the medium contains either geometric or material heterogeneities.
The example also shows a condition which gives sublinear flow.

3.5 GENERALIZED SOLUTION FOR CONSTANT PRESSURE WELL TESTS

The general solution to equation (3-2) is

+ fz(s)

where /^z) and /2(z) are functions determined by the boundary conditions, and:

v = 1 - " (3-8)

We assume the outer boundary condition:

lim h(r,t) = 0 (3-9)

The head in the conduit system is assumed to be initially zero. Using these
boundary conditions, Barker gives a relationship of the source head hw to the flow
rate Q. For the case of zero wellbore storage (as is appropriate for a
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constant-pressure test) and zero skin effect Barker's solution can be written
as:

where:

(z) . !^±? (3.11)
K (z)

V \ /

At the well a constant pressure, h^ , is maintained over the duration of the
test. The transformed inner boundary condition is thus:

hjs) = Jf.

which when substituted into Equation 3-10 gives the Laplace transform space
solution of the transient flow rate:

Inversion of Equation 3-13 gives the generalized radial-flow solution for
transient flow under conditions of constant pressure in the well.
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3.6 DIMENSIONLESS FORMULATION

Equation 3-13 may be simplified by using the following dimensionless
variables. We define a dimensionless flow QD and dimensionless time tD for
the generalized model as:

(3-14)

and:

t = " l
(3-15)

Equation 3-13 reduces to:

Qr
y/T

(3-16)

where s is the transform variable.

Numerical inversion of Equation 3-16 using the Stehfest algorithm (described
in Section 2) can be used to compute values of QD as a function of tD for any
given dimension. These values can be plotted on a log-log scale to give
dimensionless type curves for arbitrary dimensions. We have written a code,
FRACDIMQ, for computing these type curves. FRACDIMQ is described in
Appendix 3.

Figure 3-6 shows type curves for integral dimensions between 0 and 4 and
half dimensions of 1.5 and 2.5 . Several features of the curves deserve
particular notice. The type curve for a flow dimension of n = 1 plots as a
negative, half-slope line. The curve for a dimension of n = 3 asymptotical!)
approaches a steady flow with a dimensionless value of one.
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For small values of tD, all of the type curves converge to a half-slope, straight
line. This reflects the influence of the finite well diameter. This convergence
occurs for dimensionless time values less than 10'3. A similar convergence to
linear flow is observed in constant-rate type curves for cylindrical flow to a
well with a finite diameter (Moench and Witherspoon, 1963). The finite-
diameter effect occurs when the pressure front of the well test has penetrated
a distance that is small compared to the diameter of the well. The radius of
curvature of the source is small compared to the divergence of the flow lines,
and hence the source appear to be fiat rather than curved. This is analogous
to the principle that allows us to treat the surface of the earth as a flat plane
for problems involving small elevations and depths.

A transient-flow type curve for constant-pressure conditions requires a finite
borehole diameter. There is no equivalent curve for the case of an
infinitesimal borehole. The calculation of the flowrate uses the head gradient
at the wellbore and the surface area of the conduit at the borehole. A
borehole with no surface area has no flow, thus the infinitesimal case does
not exist.

Dimensions larger than 3 are termed "hyperspherical." Hyperspherical type
curves have a form similar to spherical curves. They have negative half
slopes for very early time values and asymptotically approach steady flow at
a higher value of dimensionless flow and at an earlier value of dimensionless
time than does the type curve for spherical flow.

The general analysis of constant-pressure well test data uses a type curve
matching approach. The type curve is overlain on a logarithmic plot of the
flowrate data. A match point may be any combination of overlain data and
dimensionless, that is the combination of QD, Q, tD, and t values, and the
hydraulic property data may be calculated from the definitions of
dimenrionless time and dimensionless flow. Type curve matching and the
calculation of hydraulic properties is shown in Figure 3-7.

The analysis of data by type curve matching is not necessary for the integer
dimensions, which may be reduced to straight-line simplifications as
described below.
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3.7 DIMENSION n = 1: LINEAR FLOW SOLUTION

Equations 3-13 and 3-16 reduce to the established solutions for integral
dimensions of one, two, and three. For linear flow, v = 0.5, and equation 3-
13 becomes

Q00 =
KS (3-17)

This expression readily inverts to give Carslaw and Jaeger's (1959) transient
heat flow solution:

QW =
KSs

~7Tt~

(3-18)

or in dimensionless form:

1

In t
(3-19)

Equations 3-18 and 3-19 yield a distinctive, negative half-slope line on a
logarithmic plot of flow versus time.

Linear flow data may be analyzed (Figure 3-8) by extrapolating the half-slope
straight line to log t = 0 (i.e., t = 1), and calculating the product of K and Ss

from

K S = 7T

\2

(3-20)

The analysis of linear flow data from single borehole does not allow
separation of conductivity and storage, although the separation can be made
if Ss is assumed or if observation well data are available.
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The area term, Ac, is another serious area of uncertainty in linear flow data.
Ac is the conducting area of the conduit, which is assumed constant with
distance from the well. The area term is raised to the second power in
equation 20, hence its uncertainties have significant affects on the
determination of the hydraulic properties.

3.8 DIMENSION 2. CYLINDRICAL FLOW

Most well test solutions have been developed for dimension 2, cylindrical,

flow. For cylindrical flow the relationship K_ (z) = Kv(z) reduces equation

3-13 to

Q(s) =
2w

(3-22)

which in dimensionless form was developed by Ehlig-Economides (1979) as

(3-23)

The equation for transient flow under constant pressure conditions exists
only in the Laplace transform form of equations 3-22 and 3-23. Solution for
actual values requires numerical inversion of the solution. Equation 3-23
gives the type curve of Jacob and Lohman (1952) for constant-pressure,
transient-flow tests. The effects of skin and boundaries are discussed in more
greater in section 2.

Cylindrical flow data may be analyzed either by type curve matching or by
use of the semi-log approximation which is valid for dimensionless times
greater than 100 (Figure 3-9). For field data lying at lower values of
dimensionless time, the hydraulic properties should be calculated using type
curve matching.
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The semilog straight line approximation is

0.183

Kö™
(3-24)

where m is the slope of a straight line in a plot of the inverse of flowrate
versus log time.

The storativity may be determined from the transmissivity calculated in
equation 3-24 and the intercept, d, of the straight line with the inverse
flowrate axis.

s « i o m
(3-25)

This expression for the storativity assumes that there are no skin effects and
that the effective source radius is the well radius. These are doubtful
assumptions, hence the storativity calculated using 3-25 should be viewed
with suspicion.

The definition of dimensionless flowrate (eq. 3-14) shows that the calculation
of conductivity is dependent on the well radius. For general dimensions, this
dependency has a power of 1 - n/2. For dimension 2, this dependency
disappears. Cylindrical flow thus does not have the uncertainties of source
radius that affect calculations for other dimensions.

3.9 SPHERICAL FLOW TESTS

This formulation neglects skin effects, and the uncertainties in effective radius
render its use suspect.

For spherical flow n=3, and v = 3/2. For this case equation 3-16 inverts from
Laplace transform space to give
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For small values of tD the second term in the equation is much larger than 1.
On a logarithmic plot of flow versus time this behavior has the half-slope
characteristic of linear flow and early-time finite borehole effects. For large
values of time, the second term approaches zero, and the flow becomes
steady.

The flowrate from a spherical flow test appears as a straight line in a plot of
flow versus the inverse square-root of time (ISRT). This straight line behavior
may be considered a test of spherical behavior (Figure 3-10). Linear flow data
also appear as straight line on the inverse-square-root time plot, but differ
from spherical data in that the straight line intersects the origin for linear
flow data, and spherical data have a non-zero intercept.

Either logarithmic type curve matches or the ISRT plot may provide the basis
for test data analysis. The flow-axis intercept of the ISRT plot is Q., the flow
at infinite time, which is also asymptotically the steady spherical flow. Hence
the conductivity is given by the steady spherical flow equation:

K =
Q. (3-27)

The specific storage may be obtained from the slope, mISRT, of the ISRT
straight line:

mISRT (3-28)

As a practical matter, the determination of hydraulic properties from spherical
flow data is complicated by the sensitivity of the solutions to the source
radius value. This sensitivity is to the first power for K and the fourth (!)
power for Ss. Because the well is not ä sphere-shaped source, the radius
value is an equivalent radius of curvature of the fracture conduit system,
which is unlikely to be the radius of the cylindrical well.
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If there is a transition from early-fime cylindrical flow to late-time spherical
flow, the radius of investigation calculated from the end of the cylindrical
flow may be used as a source radius for the late-time spherical flow
(Streltsova, 1988). This approach is not entirely satisfactory as the radius of
investigation calculation depends on the storage value from the early-time
cylindrical period, which itself is uncertain.

3.10 RESPONSE OF OBSERVATION WELLS TO CONSTANT-PRESSURE WELL
TESTS

Together Barker's (1988) equations (23) and (45) give an expression for the
head as a function of distance, r, in Laplace transform space:

h(r,s) = (3-29)

For a dimensionless head,

h(
lD - F

(3-30)

wo

and for dimensionless time as defined above, equation 18 becomes

hD(r s) =
rD* K, (rDV/s~)

s K (,/s)
(3-31)

We have written a Fortran code, FRACDIMH, (Appendix 3) which performs
the numerical inversions of the Laplace transform space equat ion, equation
3-31. The type curves for several dimensions and r D = 1 0 are shown in Figure
3-11.
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For dimensions less than 2, the observation well head responses eventually
reach the head in the pumping well. The pumping well head is achieved
more rapidly the lower the dimension. The dimension of the flow path may
be determined by matching the observation well data to the semi-logarithmic
type curve The diffusivity of the flow path is given by the match points in
time by

n =
(3-32)

tmalcli

For dimensions greater than 2, the head in the observation well reaches a
steady value. For any given radius, the ratio of the observation well head to
the pumping well head is, by itself, a measure of the dimension of the flow
system. The diffusivity is given again by equation 3-32.

There are several key distinctions in inference well testing between the
constant-pressure and the constant-rate methods. First, as pointed out by
Ehlig-Economides (1979), the constant-pressure solution is dependent on rD.
A separate type curve must be generated specifically for each observation
well radius. Second, the solution gives only diffusivity if the test analysis is
based only on the head information at the pumping well and at the
observation points. Determination of the conductivity requires the flow rate
information, which may be incorporated either by using the conductivity
value determined at the pumping well or by using the constant-rate type
curves and plotting the ratio of the observation well head and flow rate
versus time (Ehlig-Economides, 1979).

The determination of conductivity using observation well data also assumes
homogeneity of hydraulic properties over the flow region. For example, in a
withdrawal test one assumes that all portions of the rock mass are
contributing equally to the flow at the well. In real well tests, the flow to o :
from the well may follow a number of paths with differing hydraulic
properties. If the paths are independent, the constant-pressure test gives the
hydraulic diffusivity of the path between the observation well and the
pumping well. One cannot obtain the conductivity of each path for either
constant-rate or constant-pressure tests unless one knows the contribution of
each path to the flow at the well.
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4. ANALYSIS OF WELL TEST DATA FROM SCV BOREHOLES

4.1 BACKGROUND OF WELL TESTING PROGRAM

This section reviews the application of the well test analysis methods
discussed in sections 2 and 3 to data from tests perfo^ed in the Site
Characterization and Validation (SCV) boreholes. The SCV testing program
is described by Holmes (1989). The tests were performed by the British
Geological Survey in five boreholes drilled to characterize the SCV area
(Figure 4-1). All five boreholes are subhorizontal. Two boreholes were
drilled eastward from the 3-D Migration drift (Wl and W2). The remaining
holes were drilled northward from the Extensometer Drift and the mine
haulage way.

The borehole test assembly consisted of a probe which included five, one-
meter long packers separated by intervals of one meter. Selective inflation of
the packers allowed isolation of intervals as large as seven meters or as small
as one meter without moving the packer system (Figure 4-2). The packer
layout supported a so-called focussed testing approach (Black, 1987). In this
approach, the boreholes were tested in seven-meter, fixed-length intervals
using thv outermost packers in the array. If the seven-meter conductivity
value exceed a pre-set threshold, the interior packers were inflated
successively to isolate the flowing zone to a single one-meter interval. The
basic testing method was pressure-pulse or slug testing. Constant-pressure or
constant-rate tests were run only on the most conductive zones, or where
specified to support the study of fracture-geometry effects.

The tests were run using computer control of the packer inflation and the
pressure-flow sequences. Data were recorded automatically and stored for
analysis using an Apple-Macintosh computer system (Holmes, 1989).
Constant pressure tests were designed be run using an air-over-water
pressure system, where the air pressure was adjusted by the computer to
maintain constant downhole conditions. This control approach worked very
well for zones with high transmissivities. However, the system tended to
overcorrect the pressure for tests in lower transmissivity zones, thus causing
the downhole pressures to fluctuate considerably.

The BGS solved the problem of maintaining stable constant- pressure
conditions in low transmis.sivity zones by using the slug-test reference tube ds
n pressure source. This tube extends up the mine ventilation shaft. These
tests, termed slug-as-head tests, were run by recording the flow rate during a
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test which was essentially run as a slug test. For very low conductivity zones
( < 1010 cm/s), the change in the head in reference tube was negligible and
the test was for practical purposes a constant-pressure test. For intermediate
conductivity zones (1010 > K > 10"8 cm/s) the heads in the referenced line
changed appreciably. The data for these tests were corrected using multirate-
correction methods.

The initial intention our study was to identify single fractures for testing.
However, the intensity of the fracturing in the Stripa granite was sufficient
that there were virtually no conductive test zones containing single fractures
even among the one-meter test zones. We thus make the assumption that the
test results are dominated by the behavior a single hydraulic conduit in each
test zone.

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF DATA ANALYSES

The following sections describe the analyses of the well test data. For each
test we present four basic test plots:

(1) head versus time to determine the need for multirate analysis;

(2) logarithmic flow versus time to check for linear flow and for type curve
matching;

(3) inverse flow versus log time to check for radial, cylindrical flow;

(4) flow versus inverse square root time to check for spherical flow.

The basic layout of data plots is shown in Figure 4-3.

Additional plots of the mulrirate-corrected data are presented where the
pressures were not sufficiently constant during the testing period. The
multiple-rate correction is described in Appendix 1.

For the most part, the integral-dimension data may be analyzed using
straight lines on one of the plots listed above. For each of these tests a table
of the regression statistics and the hydraulic properties are provided. Tables
4-1 to 4-17 present the calculated hydraulic property results. For methods
based on straight line fits, the tables present the regression information. For
type curve matches, the tables give the match points. We did not calculate
hydraulic property data for a few tests which showed unusual or anomalous
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behavior.

For the boundary effects and radius of influence calculations, we present a
value called critical time. Critical time is either (1) the time the onset of a
boundary effect, or (2) the time of a dimension change, or (3) the duration of
the test. The critical time determines the radius of the boundary: or, where
there is no observed boundary, the radius of influence at the end of the test.

The calculations in the tables use the well radius (0.038 meters) for the source
radius, except where noted. The effective source radius may be very different
from the well radius, particularly for the spherical flow solutions. The source
radius value affects all of the hydraulic property calculations except for the
transmissivity in two-dimensional flow and the KS, product for linear flow
calculations. The source radius and the hydraulic properties cannot be
separated in the analysis of single-hole well tests (except as noted above).

The alternate approach to fixing the source radius is to assume a value of
storage and back-calculate the source radius. Assuming storage values is a
common methodology for reservoir engineering analyses of well test data and
has been applied to crystalline rock data by Almen et al. (1986). The fixed-
storage approach tends to give more realistic, though not necessarily more
accurate, hydraulic property data than the fixed radius approach.

4.3 N4 84.0-91.0

The zone was selected for constant-pressure testing under the focused-testing
program because its pulse test conductivity exceeded the threshold value for
constant-pressure or constant-iate testing. The test curves j'or N4 84.0—91.0
are shown in Figure 4-3. The test was run under controlled constant-pressure
withdrawal conditions. The duration of the test was approximately 900
seconds (15 minutes).

The head in the test zone was steady prior to the tesfs start and returned to
its original value rapidly after pumping stopped. During the test, the test
zone head was constant with only minor variations. No corrections for head
variations were necessary for this test.

The log-log (LL) plot of flow versus time shows a gradual decrease in the
flow with time. There is no sustained half-slope behavior in the early time
data that would indicate linear flow conditions. The flow does not become
steady uith time, nor is there any marked decrease in flow that would
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indicate termination or restrictions in the fracture or fracture network. One
may conclude that there are no major, distinctive boundary effects in this test.

Inspection of the semilog (SL) and inverse square root time (ISFT) plots
evidence to support either cylindrical or spherical flow interprentions. In tht
SL plot, apparent straight-line behavior begins at approximately ten seconds
into the test and continues to about 160 seconds, after which the inverse
flowrate is less than the extrapolated semi-log straight line would predict.
Based on the storativity and transmissivity values for the semi-log straight
line, the conductivity increases at approximately 19 meters from the hole.
This increase may represent either the presence of a higher conductivity zone
in the main fracture pathway or the intersection of additional fractures
accompanies by an increase in dimension towards spherical flow. Table 4-1
summarizes the regression characteristics of the straight line fits.

The inverse square-root time (ISRT) plot supports an alternate interpretation
of the test as representing spherical flow over most of the test's duration.
The ISRT plot yields a straight line beginning clearly at about 20 seconds
(ISRT = 0.23) with a possible start as early as the second data point in the test
at about 4 seconds (ISRT = 0.5). The characteristics of the regression line are
summarized in Table 4-1.

The test over 84.0—91.0 meters in NH-4 may be interpreted alternately (1) as
cylindrical flow with either a boundary to a higher conductivity zone or
higher dimension flow region, or (2) as spherical flow. Choosing between
the two interpretations requires information on the nature of the conducting
surface of the borehole wall. If the conducting surface occurs as cylindrical
bands about the borehole wall, as would occur for non-channelized fractures
oriented perpendicularly to the borehole axis, then the early time data should
be cylindrical. The flow geometry in this case may tend to a higher
dimension in later time as fractures at greater distances from the well arc
affected by the test.

If, on the other hand, the flow is spherical from the beginning of the test,
then the cylindrical geometry of the borehole must have no influence on t he-
test. This lack of an influence of borehole geometry would imply that the
flow is leaving the borehole in a small number of discrete points or channels
which occupy a very small portion of the total surface area of the borehole
wall. Unfortunately, there is insufficient information in the single-borehole
test to distinguish between these two possibilities.
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Table 4-1. N4 84.0-91.0

Cylindrical Analysis

Slope
1/Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Transmissivity
Storativity

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

Spherical Analysis

3.18E+04 s/m3

1.68E+05 s/m3

37
0.97
78 m

7.4E-08 m2/s
6.0E-10

160 s
192 m

Standard Error
Standard Error

Radius

5.4E+02 s/m3

1.7E+03 s/m3

0.038 m

Slope
Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Conductivity
Spec. Storage

4.80E-06 m3/s
3.80E-06 m3/s
37
0.93
78 m

1.0E-07m/s
3.5E-04 1/m

Standard Error 1.50E-07 m3/s
Standard Error 3.30E-08 m3/s

Radius 0.038

The hydraulic conductivity values for the spherical and the cylindrical
analyses differ by approximately one order of magnitude, with the spherical
being the higher of the two. This result is somewhat surprising, as one
would generally expect the spherical analysis to yield lower conductivity
values than the cylindrical analysis because of the greater flow efficiency of
the spherical geometry. Nonetheless major source of uncertainty in the
spherical flow properties is the source radius "alue. The calculations in Table
4-1 are based on a 0.038-m well radius, however, this value could be
considerably larger. The storage value depends on the fourth power of the
source radius, hence any uncertainties in the source radius have severe
impacts on the calculated storage values.
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N4 84.0-85.0

The test zone N4 84.0-85.0 was selected following the focused testing
procedure to isolate the major permeable conduits within test section N4
84.0-91.0, described above. The test was conducted by constant-pressure
withdrawal using a head change of 103 meters. The duration of the test was
fifteen minutes or about 900 seconds. Figure 4-4 shows the record of head
versus time as well as the other data pots for the test. The head in the test
zone was constant prior to the withdrawal, and it returned to its original
value rapidly once the pumping ceased. The head during the test was
constant and steady through the test period. !t is not necessary to correct the
flow data for unstable head conditions.

The log-log (LL) plot of flowrate and time shows a rapid decline in flow over
the first ten seconds of the test. The first three data points lie along a
half-slope line, which suggests a possible linear flow period, however the
number of points is insufficient to be conclusive. After ten seconds the flow
declines gradually but does not become steady during the test period. The
later time data in the LL plot do not indicate any influences from boundaries.

The semilog (SL) plot of inverse flowrate versus time follows a gentle curve
after ten seconds of testing and does not form the well-defined straight line
indicative of cylindrical flow. The concave-downwards form of the curve
indicates a higher dimension than cylindrical flow.

Spherical flow is indicated by the straight line in the inverse square-root time
plot. The straight line starts at fourteen seconds and possibly as early as
seven seconds into the test. Only the first two flow points (not shown in the
figure) appear not to be associated with the spherical flow regime.

The spherical flow analysis yields hydraulic conductivity and specific storage
rather than transmissivity and storativity, which are only defined for
cylindrical flow. The conductivity value for N4 84-85 is approximately 70% of
the value of N4 84-91. The shorter test zone appears to be considerably
stiffer as the storage value is about one fifth that the longer zone.

Hydraulic property results for this test are given in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2 N4 84.0-85.0

Spherical Analysis

Slope
Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Conductivity
Spec. Storage

2.30E-06 m3/s
3.45E-06 m3/s
48
0.89
105 m

6.9E-0S m/s
6.7E-05 1/m

Standard Error 3.30E-08 m3/s
Sttndard Error 9.33E-08 m3/s

Radius 0.038 m

4.4 Wl 38.1-39.1

The test zone Wl 38.1-39.1 lies within the H fracture zone. It was selected for
constant-pressure testing during the focused testing program in order to
isolate the main conduit in a 7-m test zone. The test was not controlled by
the injectioa^ithdrawal pumps, but was rather run as a "slug-as-head" test,
where the flow rate was monitored during a slug withdrawal test. As
discussed previously in the body of this report, this method works best in low
conductivity sections where the head in the slug line does not decline
significantly during the test. The duration of the test was approximately 1150
seconds (19 minutes), and the withdrawal head was 28 meters.

The head conditions for this test
background head and the heod »
permeability of the zone war suf
occurred in the well during th.- •
was not steady at the start of tiu
during the slug withdrawal. : •
slow to allow complete recovtr

thus there is considerable unu .
pressure. The analysis of thi.-> '<•

•vere complicated by variations in both the
•\ the test zone (Figure 4-5). The
iciently high that significant head changes
ug test. Furthermore the background head
test, and presumably continued to change
head decline at the end of the test was too
o a stable pressure at the end of the test,
inty about the changes in background
• required multirate corrections (Figure 4-6).
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The log-log (LL) plot shows possible linear (half-slope) behavior in the early
time data and proceeds to a later phase wi'h an approximate quarter slope.
The slope of the flow becomes somewhat t weeper after 100 seconds indicating
a decrease in conductivity or flow dimension with distance from the
borehole.

The large value for the slope on the LL plot indicates that the data represent
relatively small values of dimensionless time. A type-curve match of the data
before 100 seconds shows that the dimensionless time where the slope
steepens (about 100 seconds) corresponds to a log dimensionless time of
about 1.5. The hydraulic properties from the cylindrical type-curve match are
given in Table 4-3. The deviation of the flow from the type curve occurs at a
log dimensionless time of 1.5. This would indicate a surprisingly small
boundary distance of only 0.5 meters, thus raising doubt as to the
applicability of the cylindrical model in this case.

Table 4-3. Wl 38.1-39.1

Cylindrical Analysis

1
1

Log-log Tvne Curve Interpretatation

Match Points
t=
Q=
Head=

Transmissivity
Storativity

Critical Time

4 s tD=
6.40E-08 m3/s QD=

80m

1.27E-10 m2/s Radius
3.44E-07 -

100 s
Boundary Radius 0.44 m

0.038 m

The semilog approximations of the Jacob and Lohman solution are valid only
for large values of dimensionless time (tD > 100), hence semilog analysis of
the data is not appropriate in this case despite the apparent straight lines.
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Non-constant pressure conditions may produce well test curves that appear to
have boundary effects, hence multirate plots are necessary to interpret the
data, particularly in the later portions of the test. The multirate corrections
were made first by extrapolating the trend of the background head prior to
the test. The actual head difference for each flow reading was calculated
from the from the difference between the extrapolated background head and
the head in the test interval. The data were then transformed using the
multiple rate analysis program, MRATE, which is described elsewhere in this
report. The MRATE results shown in Figure 4-6, show a similar trend to the
uncorrected results with the addition of some steepening in the late time
responses. The corrected log-log plot shows a possible half-slope initially
(again with too few points to be definitive) followed by a quarter-slope
region which dominated the test. After about 300 seconds, the slope becomes
greater, indicating a decrease in conductivity with distance or a change in
dimension, possibly towards linear flow.

The quarter-slope behavior is generally associated with bilinear flow (Guppy
et al., 1981). Bilinear flow theory was developed for well tests on vertical
hydraulic fractures in porous media. In this case the bilinearity comes from
linear flow into the fracture and linear flow from the fracture face into the
formation. In petroleum well testing, bilinear flow is a short duration period
which occurs early in a well test. In principle, the concept may be extended
to the geometry of flow from linear channels into permeable rock
surrounding the channel. Interpretation of bilinear data requires knowing
the hydraulic properties of the host rock. For hydraulic fractures, these data
are obtained from well tests performed before fracturing. For natural
fractures, such data are clearly not available, hence the properties are
indeterminate by bilinear flow methods.

An alternate interpretation of the test involves fractional dimension theory.
For flow in dimensions less than 2 (cylindrical flow) Barker (1988) notes that
the head behavior with log time tends towards straight lines with slopes m
given by

m = 1 - - (4-1)

For a quarter-slope line, this would indicate flow with a dimension of 1.5.
The existence of a quarter slope alone is insufficient for matching Barker's
type curves, hence hydraulic properties cannot be determined from this test.
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In summary, this test is very complicated due to both the rock conditions and
the test conditions. The most plausible interpretation of the early time data
would indicate a flow dimension between linear and cylindrical. In later
time, the conduit appears to either dec; ease in conductivity or dimension
becoming, perhaps, a linear or channel conduit. The interpretation of the
later time data is made uncertain by the unknown form of the background
head variations. Based on the observed data, the conduit in the test zone
does not appear to be well connected to flow system of the H fracture zone
in which it is located.

4.5 Wl 46.1-17.1

The test zone, Wl 46.1-47.1, was selected for constant pressure testing in the
course of splitting intervals during the focused testing program. The test had
a duration of about 1900 seconds and was performed by constant-pressure
withdrawal using the pumps to control the withdrawal head difference of
18.5 meters. The head in the test zone was stable before testing began.
During the test the head varied over about 0.5 meters for the first hundred
seconds and was constant for the duration of the test. Given this variation in
withdrawal head the data, shown in Figure 4-7, are given in normalized head
and flow, that is the ratio of head and flow.

The LL plot of the data reveal a distinctive half-slope for the first 150-200
seconds of the test. These data indicate an initial linear flow geometry for
the test. Regression of the early-time data in fact yields a slope of -0.55
which may indicate a slight constriction in the flow path with distance from
the hole. The early-time linear flow period is also shown in the inverse
square-root time plot which forms a straight line which goes through the
origin.

The analysis of linear flow tests yields the product of conductivity, specific
storage, and conduit area. These terms cannot be separated unless one or
more of the values is assumed. For example, Table 4-4 calculates K and Ss by
assuming they are equal (diffusivity of one) and assuming a conduit area of
one square centimeter. These assumptions are very speculative, and the
analysis of linear flow data from single-hole tests carries significant
uncertainties.
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Table 4-4. Wl 46.1-47.1

Cylindrical Analysis (Head/Flow)

Slope 3.10E+06 s/m3

1/Q Intercept 1.20E+06 s/m3

No. of Points 37
Correlation Coeff. 0.85
Head 1 m

Transmissivity
Storativity

5.9E-08 m2/s
3.8E-05 -

Standard Error
Standard Error

Radius

1.6E+05 s/m3

4.3E+05 s/m3

0.038 m

Linear Analysis (Flow/Head)

Q-Intercept
A
Head

KSs
K=Ss=

2.4E-06 m3/s
0.0001 m2

1 m

1.8E-03 1/s
4.3E-02 m/s for Diffusivity = 1

The semilog plot of head/flow versus time gives a straight line indicating
cylindrical flow after the completion of the linear flow period. The
transmissivity of the radial flow region may be calculated from the slope of
this line (Table 4-4). The storativity is somewhat uncertain in this case due to
an unknown effective source radius for the calculation.

This test zone is an excellent example of variable geometries along the flow
path affected by the well test. The early-rime linear flow indicates that the
well is intersected either by (a) a fracture running parallel to the hole axis, as
a vertical fracture would in a vertical hole, or (b) a linear flow channel. The
channel intersects a two dimensional conduit system, which may be either a
.single planar conduit, such as a fracture zone, or a fracture system within a
planar region. This te.st zone is located adjacent to the H fracture zone,
hence the early-time data may reflect a channel within the fracture zone, and
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the later time data may indicate the conneclion of that channel with a more
extensive network of conduits.

4.6 Wl 110.4-111.4

The test zone between 110.4 and 111.4 meters in Wl was selectee detailed
testing to locate a high conductivity zone within a larger test interval. The
zone is a high conductivity anomaly that may be associated with the Gl
geophysical anomaly, tentatively identified as a fracture zone. The test was
run as a slug test using an overpressure of about ten meters. The head
values in the test zone were stable prior to the test, however, the head was
not constant during the test due to the drainage of the slug line. The
analysis compensated for the non-steady head by using plots of the ratio of
head and flowrate (Figure 4-8). Calculated hydraulic property results are
given in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5. Wl 110.4-114.5

Cylindrical Analysis (Head/Flow)

Slope
1/Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Transmissivity
Storativity

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

l.HE+07s/m3

6.10E+07 s/m3

37
0.991
1 m

1.6E-08 m2/s
8.2E-11 -

800 s
504 m

Standard Error
Standard Error

Radius

2.5E+05 s/m3

1.4E+05 s/m3

0.038 i
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The logarithmic plot of flow/head and time shows a gradually declining
flowrate over the duration of the test. The test does not reach steady flow,
hence there are no constant-pressure boundaries intersected, nor is there any
evidence of closed boundaries or flow constrictions with distance from the
borehole.

The inverse square-root rime plot shows a gentle concave-downward
curvature indicating that the flow is a lower dimension than spherical.

Cylindrical flow is indicated by the semilog plot. The semilog plot shows
straight-line behavior beginning at approximately 20 seconds into the test.
The steep slope in the early time before 20 seconds suggests that there is a
positive skin effect, or a relative low-conductivity region immediately
surrounding the borehole. This skin is further suggested by the calculated
storativity of 10"11 which is anomalously low. Using this storage value, the
test should be affecting a distance of up to 500 meters from the well;
however, this distance value is an overestimate if the apparent storage is too
small due to skin factors.

In summary, this test zone intersects an extensive planar feature, possibly the
"1" fracture zone. Possible positive skin effects may reflect a low conductivity
region in the immediate vicinity of the borehole.

4.7 VV2 21.9-22.9

The test zone W2 21.9-22.9 was selected as a test on a zone containing a
single fracture. The test was run as a slug injection test with an initial head
of 80 meters. Flow monitoring during the injection allows the test to be
interpreted using constant-pressure methods. The head in the test zone was
constant prior to the start of the injection, and remained constant during the
flow period due to the low conductivity of the test zone. Plots of the test
data are shown in Figure 4-9.

The LL plot of the data shows a steep decline in flow over the first hundred
seconds of the test. The slope of the decline curve is greater that one-half,
hence the dimension of the flow must be sublinear, or less than one. This
observation suggests a conduit that becomes smaller with distance from the
borehole. After 100 seconds, the log flowrate decreases at a slower rate, and
may approach a half slope line. The exact form of the curve is somewhat
uncertain after 100 seconds, however, as the flowmeter was close to its lower
limit of resolution and the signal becomes very noisy.
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In summary, this test is a good example of sublinear flow. The early time
data has a slope of approximate' 2, which would suggest a flow dimension
of -0.1. Such a dimension define a conduit that decreases in area or
conductivity with the -2 power of distance from the hole

4.8 YV2 28.8-31.8

The test in W2 interval 31.8-32.8 was run as a slug test injection test having
an initial head of 52 meters cfjov-: the static pressure in the test zone. The
test may be interpreted usin^ re -.stant pressure methods due to the
monitoring of the flow rate. Th#. duration of the test was 1100 seconds. The
head in the test zone was stable prior to the beginning of the test. Due to
the low conductivity of the test zone, the head was very constant during the
injection period (Figure 4-10).

As shown in the logarithmic piot of flowrate and time, the flowrate declines
along a half-slope line between ten and one hundred seconds during the test.
The steep decline slope of the log-log plot indicates that the dimensionless
time values must be small, hence, the semi-log method is not appropriate
despite an apparent straight 'line on the semi-log plot.

The inverse square-root time plot may be divided into two portions, an early
time (large inverse time) portion chat forms a straight line projecting to the
origin, and a later time portion with a smaller slope. The former represents
the linear flow period and the la'ter may reflect a spherical flow regime.

The hydraulic properties determined from the test data are summarized in
Table 4-6. As noted above for previous tests, the data for the linear time
period contains uncertainties due to the inseparability of the conductivity,
storage, and conducting area tenv.s. The spherical analysis contains
uncertainties from the unknown effective radius. The lack of a good effective
radius value also affects the calci lation of storage in the cylindrical analysis.

In summary, this test exhibits '-n early linear flow period which may
represent a fracture parallel to M •? borehole axis or a channel conduit. After
one hundred seconds, the dim-.-- ion of the test increases to between two and
three as more conduits beconv.- irt of the active flow system of the injection
test.
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Table 4-6. W2 28.8-31.8

Cylindrical
Log-log Type Curve Interpretatation

Match Points
t=
Q -
Head =

17 s tD=
1 26E-08 m3/s QD=

55 m

Transmissivity 3.65E-11 m2/s Radius
Storativity 4.32E-07 -

Critical Time 1000 s
Boundary Radius 0.65 m

0.038 m

4.9 VV2 37.8-40.8

This test zone was tested to isolate a high conductivity zone during the
focused testing. The test was run as a slug withdrawal having an initial
withdrawal head of 19 meters and a duration of about 1000 seconds (Figure
4-11). The head conditions were stable at the start of the test. During the
test the head rose by about one meter as the slug line filled. Given the
relatively small head change, the data weie corrected simply by analyzing
normalized flow (flow divided by head difference) rather than using the
MRATE program.

The LL plot of the test data show a gradual decline in flow with time
without reaching steady conditions. There are no indications of boundary
effects in the data.
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The semilog plot shows a steep slope during the early time, suggesting large
skin effects. Semilog straight line behavior may begin at about 40 seconds
and end at about 150 seconds, after which the conductivity or the flow
dimension appear to increasr. Table 4-7 presents a cylindrical interpretation
of the test results. The low storage value and the large calculated distance to
the boundary or dimension change suggest that there may be significant skin
effects in the test data, if the test geometry is indeed cylindrical. On the
other hand, the however a slight curvature of the late-time inverse-flow data,
specifically a downward concavity, suggests a higher dimension of flow than
cylindrical.

Table 4-7. W2 37.8-40.8

Spherical Analysis

Slope
Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Conductivity
Spec. Storage

(Flow/Head)

3.59E-08 m3/s
2.87E-08 m3/s
89
0.98
1 m

6.0E-08 m/s
2.0E-04 1/m

Cylindrical Analysis (Head/Flow')

Slope
1/Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Transmissi\ity
Storativity

Critic.il Time
Boundary Radius

6.23E+07 s/m3

4.50E+08 s/m3

47
0.92
1 m

2.9E-09 nr/s
2.7E-13 -

251 s
1835 m

Standard Enor 5.86E-10 m3/s
Standard Error 2.74E-10 m3/s

Radius 0.038 m

Standard Error 2.8E+06 s/m3

Standard Error 4.2E+06 s/m3

Radius 0.038 m
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The inverse square-root time plot shows straight line behavior beginning at
about 16 seconds and possibly as early as 10 seconds into the test. Hydraulic
properties for a spherical flow interpretation of the test are given in Table 4-7.

4.10 W2 49.8-50.8

The zone in W2 between 49.8 and 50.8 meters was tested using several head
stages to attempt to induce turbulent flow. Each injection stage lasted
approximately 1400 seconds, and the pressure was allowed to decay between
test cycles. Figure 4-12 shows the final pseudo-steady flow at the end of each
injection cycle. The linearity of the head to flow relationship indicates that
turbulent flow did not occur. The log-log plots of flowrate versus time have
the same form for each pressure step, further indicating that the flow is
laminar and the fractures are not significantly deformable,

Figure 4-13 shows the head as a function of time for the injection cycle which
used 75 meters of injection head. The head in the test zone before injection
is stable, as is the head during the test. After the test the head approaches
the pre-test value. No corrections for head variation were necessary for this
test.

The log-log plot of flow and time for the 65-m head cycle (Figure 4-14) shows
that the flow was initially near steady early in the test between 10 and thirty
seconds. After this time the flow declines steadily but slowly, having a slight
downward concavity which suggests a decrease in the flow dimension with
time.

The approximate dimension of the flow is shown in the semilog plot, where
the inverse flow does not follow a straight line, but rather has a concave
upwards form. Such a form indicates that the flow is has a geometry with a
dimension of less than 2.

The steady period also is clear in the inverse square-root time plot. The
steady flow yields a conductivity of 2.7xl07 m/s. The data are not linear over
a sufficient period of time to allow calculation of a specific storage.

This test is significant in that it indicates a transition from higher test
dimensions to lower dimensions over the period of injection. The test zone is
located within the "H" fracture zone, which has a thickness of several meters
in the SCV (Site Characterization and Validation) area. Hence it is not
surprising that the early time data might reflect the partially penetrating
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nature of the test zone. The later time data should reflect the geometry of
the fracture zone itself, which is slightly more restrictive than 2-dimensional
flow. The possibility that the late time behavior of this test is transitional to
even lower dimensions (signifying more channelized flow) may be
considered.

4.11 W2 51.8-52.8

The zone in W2 between 51.8 and 52.8 meters is adjacent to the "H" fracture
zone. It was selected to see if the high conductivity portions of the fracture
zone would appear as constant-pressure boundaries in the test. The test was
run as a slug test. The pressures in the test zone were stable prior to the
test's start, and due to the low conductivity of the zone the head did not
change over the duration of the injection (Figure 4-15), hence multirate
corrections were not required. An injection head of 50 meters drove the test.

The log-log plot of this test is very similar to that observed for W2 21.9-22.9 in
having a very steep drop in flow over the first one hundred seconds of the
test. The slope is steeper than one-half, hence the flow is sub-linear, that is
the conduit decreases in size of conductivity with distance from the hole.

The slope is approximately -1.15, indicating a flow dimension of -0.3. This
dimension implies that the area or the conductivity of the conduit decrease
by a power of -1.3 with distance from the hole.

4.12 ' W2 53.8-54.8

The test zone in W2 between 53.8 and 54.8 was selected for constant pressuie
testing as part of the focused testing program. The test used an injection
head of between five and eight meters. The test duration was 2200 seconds
(37 minutes). The head in the test zone was stable prior to the initiation of
the testing. However, during the test the head climbed steadily and never
reached a stable value, hence corrections using the multirate program were
required (Figure 4-16).
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The results of the multirate anal v-is are shown in Figure 4-17. The data may
be interpreted using either the lo log or the semilog plots. In the loglog plot,
the data follow a straight line hi ing a slope, m, of approximately 0.15. Such
a straight line suggests a subcylindrical flow dimension of 2(1—m) = 1.75.
Data from the straight line are nc. sufficient for calculating hydraulic
properties uniquely.

The semilog plot provides an .Jte nate interpretation. An initial semilog
straight line begins at about <?0 seconds and continues to about 400 seconds.
The head/flow increases indicjiin.; that the resistance to flow increase with
distance from the well. Tablf 4--' provides the hydraulic properties from the
semilog interpretation.

Table 4-S. W2 53.8-54.8

Cylindrical Analysis (Head/Flow)

Slope
VQ Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Transmissivity
Storativity

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

4.79E+05 s/m3

6.40E+05 s/m3

59
0.99
1 m

3.8E-07 m2/s
2.7E-05 -

Standard Error
Standard Error

Radius

6.4E+03 s/m3

1.1E+04 s/m3

0.038 m

400 s
4 m

In this test the flow geometry is r. jughly cylindrical. The resistance to flow
increases with distance from tHe /ell. This resistance may be interpreted a
geometric constriction using tru ' actional dimension analysis, or as a
decrease in conductivity usinr, r!i cylindrical analysis. In the former case the
interpretation implies a homo^ 'ous but fractional dimension, the latter, a
cylindrical geometry with het... eneous properties. The single well data
support either case equally vvd,.
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4.13 W2 67.8-68.8

The test in zone 67.8-68.8 was run as a 3600-second (1-hour) slug test with an
initial injection head of 78 meters. The test was run using the "slug-as-head"
method, hence the flowrate data were continuously monitored. The head in
the test zone was stable prior to the start of the test. The zone was
sufficiently conductive that the head declined by several meters during the
slug injection (Figure 4-18).

The logarithmic plot has several distinctive characteristics. For the first ten
seconds the flowrate appears constant, and then abruptly declines along a
half-slope line. The constancy of the flowmeter output and the abrupt
transition to transient flow suggests that the apparent constant rate may be a
function of the equipment rather than the well test. It is possible in this case
that the initial flow exceeded the capacity of the flowmeter.

The log-log, half-slope decline indicates an early linear flow which lasts to
about 60 seconds in the test. The rate smoothly declines along a less steep
slope from 60 seconds to 2000 seconds. Beyond 2000 seconds (log time of 3.2)
the slope of the decline becomes steeper. The hydraulic properties of based
on the linear interpretation and the type curve match are given in Table 4-9.

The semilog plot supports a late-time cylindrical flow interpretation, with
semilog straight-line behavior beginning at about 500 seconds and continuing
without apparent boundary effects to end of the test. There is a slight
inflection in the slope of the head/flow curve at 2000 seconds which
corresponds to the change in slope at the same time in the log-log plot. This
inflection appears to be an artifact of the change in the test zone head as the
slug declines. A multirate analysis of the data (Figure 4-19) corrects the data
to a semi-log straight line.

The inverse-square root time plot shows two distinct periods. The early time
data follow a straight line which may be extrapolated to the origin of the
plot, indicating a linear flow regime. The data between 100 secor.^s (ISRT =
0.1) and approximately 1000 seconds (lSRT=0.03) follow a straight line which
would indicate the validity of a spherical flow interpretation. Hydraulic
properties based on spherical interpretation are given in Table 4-9.
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Table 4-9. W2 67.8-68.8

Spherical Analysis

Slope
Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head
Conductivity
Spec. Storage

Linear Analysis

Q-Intercept

(Flow/Head)

7.30E-10 m3/s
450E-09 m3/s
211
0.99
1 m

2.0E-09 m/s
5.1E-09 1/m

1.1E-08 m3/s
A 0.0001 m2

Head 1 m
KSs 3.8E-08 1/s
K=Ss= 1.9E-04 m/s for

Cylindrical Analvsis (Head/Flow)

Slope
I/O Intercept

2.12E+08 s/m3

4.93E+08 s/m3

Standard
Standard

Error
Error

Radius

Diff. =1

Standard
Standard

Error
Error

1.60E-11 m3/s
0.00E+00 m3/s

0.18 m

6.3E+06 s/m3

LIE+04 s/m3

No. of Points 126
Correlation Coeff. 0.99
Head 1 m Head 0.038 m

Transmissivity 8.6E-10 m2/s
Storativity 6.3E-09 -

Critical Time 3600 s

Boundary Radius 35 m

Log-log Type Curve Interpretatation

Match Points
t= 251 s tD= 10000
Q= 3.70E-07m3/s QD= 1
Head= 75 m
Transmissivity 7.85E-10 m2/s
Storativity 1.36E-08-

Critical Time 3600 s
Boundary Radius 24 m
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The test interpretation may be su imarized as follows. The flow geometry is
initially linear indicating that tht main conduit is either fracture parallel to
the borehole or a channel within a fracture. The main conduit intersects
other fractures or channels at abc t one-minute into the test, at which point
the dimension of flow increases, "he test data support either cylindrical or a
spherical interpretations. Which -terpretation is more valid depends on the
significance of the anomaly c^cur ing at 2000 seconds into the test. This
anomaly, which appears in all the test plo'o may reflect a change in rock
condition.,, or it may be a du^ 10 . n unaccounted change in background
pressure. Such a change woulo • ave been detected had the pressure been
recorded to its compiete decav .ii the end of the test. If the anomaly at 2000
seconds is real, then the flow re^.me would be best described as cylindrical, if
not, a spherical interpretation wc^ld be more appropriate.

W2 69.8-70.8

The test zone in VV2 between 69.8 and 70.8 is a high conductivity zone within
the "H" fracture zone in the SCV area. The test was performed using
controlled constant pressure injection for an extended period of 74 hours to
determine the extent and heterogeneity of a major conducting zone. The
pumping control system withdrew water to maintain a constant pressure of
50 meters below the initial test zone head.

The background heads (Figure 4-20) were not stable at the start of the test
and were gradually increasing over the test's duration. The plots of flow and
inverse flow over time clearly show the influence of the background head
change as the flowrate actually increases at times beyond 10,000 seconds.
The test therefore required multirate correction.

The flow data were corrected for ne head and flow variations using the
multirate analysis approach. The jackground head was linearly interpolated
from the trends before and 3i'tv.-r i'ie withdrawal period. The interpolation is
shown in Figure 4-20.

The semilog plot of head/flow *v ius corrected time does not reveal semi-log
straight line behavior (Figure -i-. >. The gradual decrease in the slope over
log-time indicates that the fiow )metry as a higher dimension than
cylindrical. The corrected inve- square-root time plot approximately follows
a straight line from times b<;\;, ibout 150 seconds (or for ISRT's less than
0.8), however there is a notice.!/ increase in the slope of the curve as it
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approaches zero ISRT. This behavior suggests that the flow may be lower
dimension than spherical. Table 4-10 shows the hydraulic properties obtained
for a best-fit spherical analysis.

Spherical Analysis

Slope
Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Conductivity
Spec. Storage

Table

(Flow/Head)

8.50E-08 m3/s
1.00E-07 m3/s
339
0.97
1 m

2.1E-07 m/s
3.3E-04 1/m

4-10. W2 69.8-70.8

Standard Error 9.00E-10
Standard Error 3.50E-10

Radius

m3/s
m3/s

0.038 m

A type-curve match provides a check for fractional dimension behavior. In
this case the constant-rate type curve (the incomplete gamma function;
Barker, 1988) for a geometric dimension of 2.5 is compared to the data in
Figure 4-21. The match points give hydraulic properties of K = 3.9 x 10' m/s
and specific storage of 1.1 x 10 per meter. The properties are calculated as
follows. The dimensionless head, hD £nd dimensionless time, tD, are:

D
= r(-v,tD) = 47r1-vKb3-"h(t) (4-2)

Rearranging the terms we obtain

K =
Qr2v

(4-3)
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s. - «

where hD:h and tD:t denote the match points for the type curve analysis. The
data match the type curve closely. Using equations 4-3 and 4-4 and a
dimension n = 2.5, we obtain a conductivity of 3.9 x 10 7 m/s and an Ss of 1.1
x 10 6 per meter.

4.15 W2 77.8-78.8

The highest conductivity in borehole W2 occurs in this interval. The major
portion of the flow from the hole come from this zone. Pressure changes in
this zone are known to affect large portions of the SCV and beyond. The test
in this zone was run using a constant pressure withdrawal of 14 meters. The
test lasted 14 hours or about 50,000 seconds to investigate the possible
boundaries and extent of the high conductivity conduit.

The background heads were stable before and after the test, and the head
during the withdrawal was constant except for a period in the first 25
seconds of the test (Figure 4-22). The variation of head in the early portion
of the test strongly affects the early time flow data. Application of the
multirate program (MRATE) provides corrections for these head variations
(Figure 4-23).

The multirate semilog plot shows a distinct semilog straight line beginning at
about 40 seconds (log time of 1.6) in the test. The straight line indicates
cylindrical flow conditions. The corrected inverse square-root time plot gives
a curve of flow/head which steepens sharply as the ISRT approaches zero.
This behavior indicates flow with a dimension less than spherical.

The semilog straight line continues without any deviations to the end of
pumping, hence there are no observed boundary effects in the test. Table
4-1] gives the calculated hydraulic properties for the test zone. The minimum
extent of the zone using the calculated transmissivity and storativity is about
740 meters. As with all boundary calculations using single hole data, there is
some uncertainty in the storativity value and thus there is uncertainty in the
calculation of the extent of the zone. Alternatively, if we assume a that the
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Table 4-11. W2 77.8-78.8

Cylindrical Analysis (Head/Flow)

Slope 2.57E+03 s/m3

1/Q Intercept 1.04E+04 s/m3

No. of Points 352
Correlation Coeff. 0.99
Head

Transmissivity
Storativity

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

1 m

7.1E-05 m2/s
9.6E-06 -

50000 s
739 m

Standard Error
Standard Error

Radius

1.3E+01 s/m3

2.0E+02 s/m3

0.038 m

transmissivity and storativity are equal (diffusivity equals 1), then ;he
conduit's minimum extent is 294 meters.

In summary, the test in W2, zone 77.8-88.8, indicates the presence of a
two-dimensional conduit, such as a planar fracture or a planar fracture zone.
This conduit behaves homogeneously and has an extent of hundreds of
meters. The conduit may intersect other features over this extent, but the
features intersected do not have sufficient conductivity to appear as leakage
effects or boundary effects in this test.

4.16 W2 83.8-84.8

The test in W2, zone 83.8-84.8 was a "slug as head" test. The duration of the
test was 900 seconds (15 minutes)using an initial injection head of 80 meters.
The head versus time plot (Figure 4-24) shows that the head changes very
little during the test indicating a low permeability zone. The conditions of
constant pressure during the test and stable heads prior to testing preclude
the need for multiple rate corrections to the test data.
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The key test-data plot is the inverse square-root time plot, which shows
straight line behavior beginning at an ISRT of 0.12 or approximately 70
seconds after the start of the test. The straight line strongly suggests the
presence of a spherical flow geometry. The spherical hydraulic properties are
given in Table 4-12.

Table 4-12. W2 83.8-84.8

Cylindrical Analysis
Log-log Type Curve Interpretatation

Match Points
t= 1 s tD= 1
Q= 6.34E-08 m3/s QD= 1
Head= 80 m

Transmissivity 1.26E-10 m2/s
Stora tivity 8.73E-08 -

Critical Time 70 s

Boundary Radius 0.71 m

Spherical Analysis

Slope 5.77E-08 m3/s Standard Error 1.10E-09 m3/s
Q Intercept 3.29E-08 m3/s Standard Error 2.80E-10 m3/s
No. of Points 339
Correlation Coeff. 0.97
Head 80 m
Conductivity 8.6E-10 m/s (rw = 0.038) 4.6E-11 m/s (rw = 0.71)
Spec. Storage 5.8E-06 1/m (rw = 0.038) 8.8E-10 1/m (rw = 0.71)

The spherical interpretation is supported by the semilog plot of inverse
flowrate and time. Instead of a semilog straight line, the slope of the semilog
curve progressively lessens as the test proceeds giving a curve with a
concave- downwards form. This shape indicates that the dimension of flow
is a higher order than cylindrical.
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The flow regime may be cylindrical up to about 70 seconds and before the
onset of spherical flow. An approximate type curve match gives the match
points shown in Table 4-11. Using the curve match results and duration of
the apparent cylindrical flow, the transition from dimension two to dimension
three would occur at about 0.71 meters from the hole.

The calculated hydraulic properties for spherical flow are very sensitive to the
source-radius value. Table 4-12 gives the conductivity and specific storage
values using both the radius of the well (0.038 m) and the radius of influence
from the cylindrical flow (0.21 m). The conductivity differs by a factor of
nearly 20 for the two radius values, and the specific storage figures differ by
more than three orders of magnitude.

4.17 W2 88.8-89.8

This test is a constant-pressure withdrawal test using a withdrawal head of
9.4 meters. The duration of the test was 15 minutes or 900 seconds. The "B"
fracture zone crosses W2 at this location, and the conduit tested here appears
to be a high conductivity anomaly within that fracture zone.

The heads prior to the test were stable, and the testing equipment maintained
a constant pressure conditions throughout the test period except for a period
of about 15 seconds at the start of the test. This deviation from
constant-pressure conditions is less than 0.5 meters, and the data were
corrected using normalized flows and heads (the ratios of head and flow)
rather than using the full multirate correction procedure.

Table 4-13 and Figure 4-25 present the test results. The semilog plot shows
straight-line behavior beginning at about 25 seconds after the start of the test
and continuing without any boundary effects to the end of the test at 900
seconds. Based on the transmissivity and storativity values determined using
the straight-line analysis, the test indicates a cylindrical path which persists
for at least 33 meters from the borehole.

The inverse square-root time plot supports an alternate spherical flow
interpretation. An 1SRT straight line begins at about 20 seconds in the test
and also continues for the test duration. The conductivity results for the
spherical and cylindrical analysis are relatively close, differing by only a
factor of 3, however five orders of magnitude separate the storage values.
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Table 4-13. W2 88.8-89.8

Cylindrical Analysis (Head/Flow)

Slope 5.47E+06 s/m3

1/Q In tercept 1.57E+07 s/m3

No. of Points 75
Correlation Coeff. 0.95
Head 1 m

Transmissivity
Storativity

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

Spherical Analysis

Slope
Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Conductivity
Spec. Storage

3.3E-08 m2/s
7.0E-08 -

900 s
33 m

(Flow/Head)

7.73E-08 m3/s
2.97E-08 m3/s
71
0.94
1 m

6.2E-08 m/s
9.2E-04 1/m

Standard Error
Standard Error

Radius

15E+05 s/m3

4.3E+05 s/m3

0.038 m

Standard Error 2.43E-09 m3/s
Standard Error 5.38E-10 m3/s

Radius 0.038 m

Uncertainty in the radius values affects both the 2-d and 3-d interpretations,
with the latter having the greater sensitivities.

4.18 W2 111.8-112.8

The test zone VV2 111.8-112.8 was tested using a slug injection with a head of
9 meters (Figure 4-26). The conductivity of test zone was sufficiently low that
there was no significant decline in the head in the slug, hence the flow rate
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prior to the test was generally stable, a condition which justifies not using
variable-head corrections.

The log-log plot of flowrate and time shows does not indicate obvious
boundary effects. Matching of the constant-pressure type curve to the early
time data, indicates a change in either conductivity or dimension at about 100
seconds into the test. The curve matches the data between dimensionless
times of 1 and 100, hence semilog approximations are inaccurate for
analyzing the early time data. The transmissivity and storage values
(Table 4-14) provide data for calculating a radius of 0.5 meters for the distance
where the hydraulic properties change.

Table 4-14. W2 111 8-112.8

Cylindrical Analysis
Log-log Type Curve Interpretatation

Match Points
t=
Q=
Head =

3.5 s tD=
5.30E-08 m3/s QD=

9m Radius C.038 m

Transmissivity 9.37E-10 m2/s
Storativity 2.27E-06 -

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

100 s
0 m

Cylindrical Analysis

Slope
1/Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Transmissivity
Storativity

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

8.40E+06 s/i
2.50E+07 s/i
53
0.94
9 m

2.4E-09 m2/.s
4.0E-09 -

900 s
37 m

Radius

2.7E+05 s/m3

4.0E+05 s/m3

0.038 m
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Table 4-14. W2 111.8-112.8 (continued)

Spherica1 Anal/sis

Slope
Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Conductivity
Spec. Storage

5.90E-08 m3/s
1.80E-08 m3/s
70
0.99
9m

4.2E-09 m/s
9.8E-05 1/m

Standard Error 8.30E-10 m3/s
Standard Error 1.60E-05 m3/s

Radius 0.038 m

The later time data for the test may be interpreted using either cylindrical or
spherical methods. The straight-line begins at about 160 seconds on the
semi-log plot, ard indicates an increase in rransmissivity of a factor of 2.5
o.-er the material close to the hole. The results of the semilog analysis are
given in Table 4-14.

For the spherical analysis, a late-time inverse square-root time straight line
begins at about 50 seconds and continues for the duration of the test. The
results of the spherical analysis are sensitive to the source radius used. If the
well radius is used for the calculation of conductivity, one obtains a value of
4.2x 10' m/s, which is similar to the value obtained from the semilog analysis.
On the other hand, if one uses the boundary radius from the type-curve
match of the early-rime data (0.47-m) the spherical conductivity is 3.2e-10 m/s,
which is one third of the conductivity of the near-borehole material.

In summary, the early-time data indicate cylindrical flow to between 50 and
100 seconds. The later-time data suggest an increase in conductivity with
distance, either in the primary conduit, which intersects the hole, or with the
intersection of another fracture or fractures, in which the flow remains
predominantly cylindrical. Alternately the later-time data may ind-cate
spherical flow into a three-dimensional network of conduits.
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4.19 W2 130.7-131.7

The test zone in W2 2 between 130.7 and 131.7 is a high conductivity zone
which corresponds in depth to the "I" fracture zone. The test was run using
controlled constant-pressure conditions and an injection head of 9 meters.
The head in the test zone was stable prior to the start of the test. The head
during the test was constant except for a build-up period during the first 100
seconds of the test. The magnitude of the deviation from constant-pressure
conditions is sufficiently small that the data are corrected for rate variations
by using ratios of head-difference and flow for the test analysis.

The logarithmic plot shows that the flowratc- decreases gradually over the
period of the test without any obvious boundary effects in the later time
period of the test. An infinite-acting cylindrical type curve may be matched
to the early-time data as shown in Figure 4-27. The hydraulic properties
calculated from the curve match are given in Table 4-15. The data deviate
from the type curve at about 60 seconds. The deviation towards a greater
flowrate than the type curve would project indicates either an increase in
conductivity with distance or an increase in flow dimension. If the early flow
is spherical, then the boundary between the two-permeabilities or dimensions
should occur about 0.5 meters from the borehole.

As an alternative to the cylindrical curve-matching method, one may also
match a spherical dimension curve to the data as shown in Figure 4-28. The
spherical curve fits all of the data well except for the first reading at one
second.

In the semilogarthmic plot of inverse flow versus time, an apparent semilog
straight line behavior begins at about 100 seconds into the test.

The inverse square-root time plot shows straight-line behavior beginning at
about 8 seconds into the test and continuing for the duration of the test. The
straight-line relationship of the ISRT plot suggests a spherical flow regime
having the hydraulic properties given in Table 4-15.
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Table 4-15. W2 130.7-131.7

Log-log Type Curve Interpretatation (Early-Time Data) (Flow/Head)

Match Points
t=
Q=
Head =

2.5 s
5.20E-07

1
m
m

3/s
tD=

QD=
Radius

Transmissivity 8.28E-08 m2/s
Storativity 5.05E-09 -

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

60s
48.19 m

Cylindrical Analysis (Head/Flow)

Slope
VQ Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff. 0.93
Head 1 m

7.97E+05 s/m3 Standard Error
3.10E+06 s/m3 Standard Error
60

Transmissivity
Storativity

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

2.3E-07 m2/s
4.6E-08 -

900 s
97 m

Radius

6.4 m

2.8E+04 s/m3

5.1E+04 s/m3

0.038 m

Spherical Analysis (Flow/Head)

Slope 4.40E-07 m3/s
Q Intercept 1.70E-07 m3/s
No. of Points 75
Correlation Coeff. 0.97
Head 1 m

Conductivity
Spec. Storage

3.6E-07 m/s
5.2E-03 1/m

Standard Error 9.30E-09 m3/s
Standard Error 2.30E-07 m3/s

Radius 0.038 m
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Table 4-15. W2 130.7-131.7 (Cont.)

Spherical Type Curve Analysis(r=0.038m) (Flow/Head)

Match Points
t= 32.0 s tD= 1
Q= 1.70E-07 rnVs QD= 1
Head = 1 m

Conductivity 3.56E-07 rn/s
Specific Storage 7.89E-03 1/m

In summary, the test in zone W2 130.7-131.7, may be alternately interpreted as
having a cylindrical or spherical geometry. If cylindrical, the test indicates a
transition to a higher conductivity or dimension appearing at a distance of
about 0.5 meters from the hole. The test may also be interpreted as having a
spherical geometry, which affects the results very early in the test at about six
seconds. If the flow is spherical, the conducting area at the wellbore must be
quite small because the borehole's cylindrical geometry would appear to have
no affect on the test results. The spherical geometry also may be a result of
partial penetration of the "I" fracture zone.

4.20 W2 137.7-138.7

The test in zone W2 137.7-138.7 was conducted as a controlled
constant-pressure test having a duration of 900 seconds and an injection head
of 68 meters above the undisturbed head in the test zone. The test lies close
to the projected intersection of W2 and the "A" fracture zone (140-145 m), and
may be part of that zone.

The head in the test zone was stable prior to injection, and the head returned
to its original value after the injection stopped. The head in the test zone
was constant through the injection period. No corrections for head variations
are required in the analysis of this test data. The data plots for this test are
shown in Figure 4-29.
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The logarithmic plot of flowrate and time shows that the flow is nearly
steady after the first eight seconds of the test. The semilog plot does not
form any clear semilog straight lines, and the slope of the inverse flow plot
becomes progressively smaller as the test proceeds.

Straight-line behavior begins at about eight seconds in the inverse
square-root time plot, indicating a spherical flow geometry for the test. The
hydraulic property information for this test is given in Table 4-16.

Table 4-16. W2 137.7-138.7

Spherical Analysis

Slope
Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Conductivity
Spec. Storage

7.10E-07 m3/s
2.04E-06 m3/s
85
0.91
68 m

6.3E-08 m/s
1.7E-05 1/m

Standard Error 2.47E-08 m3/s
Standard Error 1.34E-08 m3/s

Radius 0.038 m

4.21 W2 137.7-140.7

The test in zone W2 137.7-140.7 was run as a controlled constant-pressure
injection test, with an injection head which was 9 meters above the
background head at that depth. The test zone appears to be associated with
the "A" fracture zone.

The head in the test zone was stable prior to the start of the test, and the
controlled heads varied little over the duration of the injection. No
corrections therefore were made for variable head conditions during the test.

The data for this test are presented in Figure 4-30. The logarithmic plot of
flow and time shows that the flow gradually decreases over the duration of
the test. There is not indication of early-time linear flow, nor are there any
obvious suggestions of late-time boundary effects. The low value of slope for
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the logarithmic curve indicates that the data reflect large dimensionless time
values, hence semilog interpretations methods are more appropriate that
logarithmic type-curve matching.

The semilogarthimic plot shows a semilog straight line developing early in
the test at about eight seconds. The data follow the line for the duration of
the test. The hydraulic property data calculated from the semilog line are
given in Table 4-17. The storativity value appears extremely small at
8.6 x 10"12, and would strongly suggest that a large positive skin (or local
region of low conductivity) affects the test. The calculated radius of
investigation of 5.6 km likewise seems unreasonable. On the oiher hand,
assuming a fracture-zone diffusivity of 1, yields a value for the radius of
investigation which is a more reasonable 46 m.

Table 4-17. W2 137.7-140.7

Cylindrical Analysis

Slope
1/Q Intercept
No. of Points
Correlation Coeff.
Head

Transmissivity
Storativity

Critical Time
Boundary Radius

6.85E+04 s/m3

5.29E+05 s/m3

80
0.88
9m

3.0E-07 m2/s
8.6E-12 -

900 s
5652 m

Standard Error
Standard Error

Radius

2.8E+03 s/m3

9.7E+03 s/m3

0.038 m

The inverse square-root time plot data does not show a straight-line
relationship for the flow data. The slope of the curve increases with
increasing time (that is as the ISRT approaches zero) indicating a flow
geometry with a lower dimension of flow than spherical.

Comparing the results of this test with W2 137.7-138.7, which is contained
within W2 137.7-140.7 shows an effect of test zone length on the dimension
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results. The larger test zone yields data which indicate a planar,
dimension-two, conduit. The apparent spherical flow observed for the
shorter test zone may reflect a partial penetration of the larger planar zone.
This geometry is consistent with the view of fracture zones as planar
conductivity anomalies with one to several meters of thickness.

4.22 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The test analyses sought information on fracture system geometry through
either boundary effects or variable flow dimensions. No tests reached true
steady flow, hence there was no evidence of constant-pressure boundaries.
The most likely source of a constant-pressure boundary would be a mine
opening, hence we may conclude that none of the tests appeared to be
influenced by connection to the mine.

Conversely, there were no indications of closed hydraulic boundaries with
the possible exception of the two tests which showed sub-linear dimensional
behavior. Thus we may infer that the fractures in the SCV area are generally
well interconnected.

The major variable among the tests was the dimensional behavior. There is
excellent evidence for flow geometries of dimension one, two, and three.
There are clear transitions from one dimensional flow to higher dimensions.
This evidence is consistent with a conduit model consisting of individual
channels. Early time behavior should reflect the geometry of the conduits
intersecting the well, while later time behavior should reflect the properties of
the channel or fracture network.

There are several major sources of uncertainty in the hydraulic property
calculations. For linear flow, the major uncertainties are (1) the cross-
sectional area of the conduit and (2) the inseparability of K and Ss in the flow
equation. For cylindrical flow, there is considerable uncertainty in the
storage values. This uncertainty lies, in part, in the effective well radius
which may be influenced by heterogeneities near the well such as skin effects
low dimension flow regions. The T values for cylindrical flow are generally
quite reliable (except for concerns over space-filling proportions) because the
dimensioniess pressure and flow terms for two-dimensional flow are not
affected by the source radius (i.e. the source radius appears to the zero
power).
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Because of the uncertainty in the storage values the calculations of effective
radius or radius of influence are also uncertain. Nonetheless for reasonable
storage values, the well tests are influencing the rock to distances of tens to
hundreds of meters from the wells, although this influence may be confined
to discrete flow paths with limited volumes.

Spherical flow calculations are strongly affected by the source radius value.
The source radius appears to the first power in the conductivity calculation
and the fourth (!) power in the storage determination. Thus minor changes
in the source radius result in major changes in the calculated storage.

The multirate analysis approach is effective in compensating for flow and
pressure variations. These variations may arise from either the equipment or
the background hydraulic conditions. The background variations are not
severe for tests which last less than 1000 seconds, but the effects ma) oe very
pronounced for tests which last over 10,000 seconds.

In conclusion, single hole well test data provide (1) information on the
dimension of the well test, (2) qualitative information on boundary effects,
and (3) quantitative information on the transmissivity of the rock for those
tests having t.vo dimensional flow. Other hydraulic property calculations
carry considerable uncertainties associated with the unknown source radius
and the unknown conduit area.
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DETERMINATION OF FREQUENCY AND CONDUCTIVITY OF
FRACTURES FROM FIXED-INTERVAL-LENGTH WELL TESTS

5.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

This section presents a very different approach to determining the geometry
of fracture systems from that presented in Sections 2 and 3. Where sections 2
and 3 determine fracture geometry from the transient behavior of the
individual well test, this section approaches the problem using a set of well
test results to determine the frequency of conductive features and a
distribution of their conductivities. Essentially one views the borehole and
the well tests as a hydrologic "line sample". The testing program becomes
analogous to the scan-line surveys used to determine fracture properties in
mapping studies.

5.2 FIXED-INTERVAL-LENGTH VERSUS DISCRETE ZONE SAMPLING
APPROACHES

The success of a well testing program depends both on the accuracy of the
individual well tests and on the efficiency of the sampling program. This
section describes two major approaches to sampling in boreholes:
fixed-interval-length (FIL) sampling and discrete-zone sampling (DZ). The
section concludes with a discussion of the influence of channelling on the
accuracy of well-test inferences.

FIL sampling is testing a borehole in contiguous intervals having the same
packer separation. In FIL testing, the selected interval length is intended to
be short enough to provide some detail on the variability of the rock, but
long enough that the hole can be tested in a reasonable period of time. If the
packer spacing is too short, many intervals may contain no conduits, hence
the testing time may be wasted. Yet, as Snow (1970) showed, the number of
no-flow tests is a useful parameter for inferring conduit frequency. Ideally, a
testing program should yield a small number of no-flow zones, perhaps about
20%, for the program to be efficient.

The main use of FIL testing is to provide data for a statistical treatment of the
hydraulic properties of the rock. Each borehole essentially becomes a
sampling line for hydraulic testing. The FIL test program yields a
distribution of conductivity values which is commonly lognormallv
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distributed. It is from this distribution that one may infer information about
variability of conductivity and some information on the geometry of the
conducting fractures. The FIL approach is shown in Figure 5-1.

The other major testing approach is discrete-zone sampling (DZ). The DZ
approach is used when one is concerned about specific geologic features. For
example, DZ testing might be used to probe the hydraulic properties of a
specific shear zone along a tunnel alignment. In this case, only specific zones
are tested; the overall properties of the rock, mass are unimportant. The
discrete-zone approach can be used statistically if one collects data from
multiple boreholes penetrating the same geologic feature, thus developing a
distribution of values that reflects the feature's variability. The DZ approach
is shown in Figure 5-2.

5.3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FIL TEST DATA

The distribution of values from a program of FIL testing strongly reflects the
geometry of the system of fracture conduits. Potentially, one can infer
information on the frequency and transmissivity distributions of the fractures
as well as some data on channelling. This section discusses the status of
theoretical development for these approaches.

The use of FIL data for inferring fracture geometry was suggested by Snow
(1970). The basis for Snow's derivation was the observation that the
discharge from a well test is equal to the sum of the flows into each of the
conductive fractures intercepted by the test interval. Consequently,
estimators of the mean and the variance of the transmissivities of individual
conductive fractures intercepted by a series of fixed-interval well tests can be
derived on a basis similar to Snow's:
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T = y T. t5*1)

where:
T = measured transmissivity
T; = transmissivity of the ith conductive fracture intercepted
Nf = number of conductive fractures intercepted

Note that the number of conductive fractures intercepted, as well as their
transmissivities and the resultant transmissivity measurement, are inherently
random.

Snow (1970) made the following assumptions in his derivation:

• the rock mass characterized by a series of well tests is statistically
homogeneous;

• the transmissivities of and spacings between conductive fractures are
statistically and mutually independent;

• the spacing between conductive fractures is exponentially distributed,
implying that the number of conductive fractures intercepted is Poisson
distributed.

Based on the relationship defined in Equation 5-1 and on the assumptions of
statistical homogeneity and independence, the moments (the mean and the
variance) of the transmissivity measurements can be expressed in terms of the
moments of the number of fractures intercepted and their transmissivities.
Under the Poisson-distribution assumption, the mean and the variance of the
number of conductive fractures intercepted per test, and the probability of a
"no-flow" test in which no conductive fractures are intercepted, can be stated
explicitly in terms of the mean conductive-fracture frequency and the packer
spacing.

By intuition, the relative frequency of "no-flow" tests in a series of well tests
should provide an estimate of the probability of "~'.o-flow" tests. Furthermore,
the arithmetic mean and the variance of the transmissivities measured in a
series of well tests can be used to estimate the mean and the variance of the
trnnsmissivity measurements, respectively. By substituting these estimators
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into the expressions for the moments of the transmissivity measurements and
for the number of conductive fractures intercepted per test, estimators for the
mean conductive-fracture frequency and for the mean and the variance of the
transmissivities of conductive fractures can be derived. The estimators are:

K = (5-2)

»T =

Iog,(W/N0)
(5-3)

, 2 . 2
- 2
My (5-4)

where:

K
N
No
b

MY

MT

= estimator of mean conductive-fracture frequency
= number of well tests in series
= number of "no-flow" tests in series
= packer spacing
= estimator of mean transmissivity of conductive fractures
= arithmetic mean of transmissivities measured in a series

of well tests
= estimator of variance of conductive-fracture

transmissivities
= variance of transmissivities measured in a series of

well tests

[-1
[-]
[L]

[LVT]

[L2/T]

[L4/T:]
[LVr:]

The estimators defined by Equations 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 are essentially
equivalent to the estimators derived by Snow (1970), although Snow worked
in terms of discharge instead of transmissivity.

Carlsson et a!. (1984) proposed an alternative, weighted-estimator method that
can be used to estimate the mean conductive-fracture frequency. The
weighting takes into account the number of logged fractures in the test
zones. Like Snow (1970), these investigators made the statistically
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homogeneous and independent assumptions and used the frequency of
"no-flow" tests in their estimation technique. However, they made no
assumption as to the distribution of the number of conductive fractures inter-
cepted. Instead, the information from well tests is supplemented by the
actual number of fractures intercepted by each well test based on core
recovered from the test zones.

The corelog information is used to separate the series of well tests into M
groups, where each well test in the ith group intercepted i fractures. For
each group of tests, a maximum-likelihood estimator of the probability that a
fracture is nonconductiye can be defined in the following form:

V? , i = 1,2 M

where:
Pj = estimator of the probability that a fracture is nonconductive

based on tests that intercepted i fractures [-]
NOj = number of "no-flow" tests that intercepted i fractures, [-]
N| = total number of tests that intercepted i fractures. [-]

Equation 5-5 defines M estimators of the probability that a fracture is
nonconductive. The number of estimators actually evaluated is chosen based
on the overall fracture frequency in the area tested. An aggregate estimator
of the probability that a fracture is nonconductive is obtained through a
weighted summation of the M estimators, where the weighting factors are
chosen to minimize the variance of the aggregate estimator. This summation
and the weighting factors are defined by :

M

I
i - l

P = TaP (5-6)
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a . = Var(P.)V

where:
P = estimator of the probability that a fracture is nonconductive
Var(P\) = variance of the estimator

The variance of estimator P; can be approximated as:

Var(P.) « P 2" ' ( 1 ;p f ) (5-8)

where:
P = probability that a fracture is nonconductive.

Estimating the probability that a fracture is nonconductive according to
Equations 5-6, 5-7, 5-8 is an iterative process since the probability being
estimated in Equation 5-6 is the same probability needed to calculate the
variances in Equation 5-8.

The mean conductive-fracture frequency is the product of the mean fracture
frequency and the probability that a fracture is conductive. Hence, an
estimate of the mean conductive-fracture frequency can be obtained from an
estimate of the mean fracture frequency based on corelog information and
the estimated probability that a fracture is nonconductive, as follows:

M

ic - (1-P)±! (5-9)

The practical difficulty with estimators that are based on the number of
"no-flow" tests is that the lower measurement limit in well tests, albeit very
low in terms of appreciable values of transmissiviry (e.g., 1010 m2/s for 25-m
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test sections), is nonetheless nonzero. Tests in sections in which the
transmissivity is less than the measurement limit must be treated as "no-flow"
tests, even though the sections may still contain a few conductive fractures.
This ambiguity is particularly acute in Snow's estimator of the mean
conductive-fracture frequency because of the logarithmic relationship
between the relative frequency of "no-flow" tests and the estimator.

5.4 FIL PROBABILISTIC MODEL

The mean values and variances whose estimators are discussed in the
preceding section characterize central tendencies and dispersions of the
hydraulic properties of fractures intercepted in a series of fixed-interval well
tests. A probabilistic model provides complete distributional information; that
is, not only can the statistics (such as mean and variance) be derived from a
probabilistic model, but also the probability of a property exceeding any
given value can be evaluated. Furthermore, the statistical characteristics
(such as bias and mean-squared error) of estimators can be derived from a
probabilistic model that describes the underlying distribution of the
estimators. These characteristics may be useful in the design of optimal
well-test programs that reduce or minimize the mean-square errors in the
estimates, based on the tests performed in the program.

In addition to the assumptions made by Snow (1970) in his derivation of
estimators of the hydraulic properties of fractures intercepted by well tests, an
assumption regarding the distribution of the transmissivities of conductive
fractures must be made to develop a probabilistic model that describes the
distribution of transmissivities measured in well tests. Several investigators
have noted that the lognormal distribution yields a good fit to transmissivity
data from well tests (Snow, 1970). However, an analytical function for the
sum of lognormally distributed variables, such as is required in the
summation over conductive-fracture transmissivities shown in Equation 5-1,
does not exist.
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The gamma distribution is an attractive alternative, which has a similar shape
to the lognormal distribution. This similarity has been noted in fitting
fracture-length data, although the lognormal distribution usually fits that data
better (Baecher et al, 1977). Unlike the lognormal distribution, the gamma
distribution is regenerative under addition. This additive property is precisely
what is needed to derive the distribution of the sum of conductive-fracture
transmissivities. Consequently, it is assumed that the transmissivities of
conductive fractures can be adequately described by a gamma distribution
because the gamma distribution's shape is similar to the shape of the
lognormal distribution but its form is more tractable mathematically.

Under the assumptions stated previously, the following probabilistic model
can be derived by applying the total probability theorem to Equation 5-1:

Pr[T<T'] = e -xrb

k!r(kuY)
(5-10)

where:
uY = shape parameter for gamma distribution describing

conductive-fracture transmissivities
ky = scale parameter for gamma distribution describing

conductive-fracture transmissivities
Y(V,Z) = incomplete gamma function of arguments v and z.

Simply stated, equation 5-10 is a model for the distribution of well test
transmissivities (or specific capacities if we wish to avoid an implication of 2-
dimensional flow) based on a Poisson-process basis for conductive fracture
spacing and a gamma distribution of the transmissivities of the individual
conduits.

We have discussed two approaches describing the statistics of the FIL test
data -- a weighted method and Osnes' enhancements of Snow's methods.
Osnes et al. (1988) combined the maximum likelihood of the former and some
of the statistical aspects of the latter, including the gamma density function
approach for transmissivity to create what we call here the maximum
likelihood approach. A detailed discussion of this method is beyond the
scope of this report, and the reader is referred to Osnes et al 1988 for a more
thorough treatment. In essence the maximum likelihood approach uses a
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maximum likelihood expression for the probability, XC
ML, that an observed

(i.e. a logged) fracture is non-conductive:

kML = ( 1 _ p M L } , (5-11)

Simply stated, the mean conductive fracture frequency is the likelihood that a
fracture is conductive times the total fracture frequency. Estimates of the
scale and shape parameters of the gamma distribution of conduit
transmissivity can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood of the
transmissivities measured in a series of tests with respect to the scale and
shape parameters. This optimization is performed numerically as described
by Osnes (et al., 1988).

A similar approach to FIL statistical analysis, using lognormal rather than
gamma distributions for fracture transmissivity, has been developed by W.S.
Dershowitz and J.E. Geier of GAL This approach is described in the analysis
by Geier et al. (1990) of data for the Stripa simulated drift boreholes. This
approach, embodied in the program OXFILET ("Osnes inversion of Fixed-
Interval-Length Transmissivities"), uses an interactive, forward-modelling
scheme to obtain estimates of parameters for the spacing and a transmissivity
distributions. The "best" estimates of the distribution parameters are obtained
by a trial-and-error process that seeks to minimize the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic for the comparison of observed and simulated FIL transmissivity
distributions. The advantage of this approach is that the use of a lognormal
distribution is more consistent with observed rransmissivity data.

5.5 APPLICATION TO SCV WELL TEST DATA

Osnes' Maximum Likelihood method has been applied to the FIL well test
data for the N and W holes (Table II). The choice of the maximum likelihood
approach was based having the best fit to distributions of FIL test data from
the Swedish site characterization program (Osnes, et al. 1988).

After reviewing the well test data based on comparison of (1) the cumulative
histograms for each hole, (2) proximity to fracture zones, and (3) N versus W
holes, it was decided to group the data based on the N versus the W holes a>
there appeared to approximately an order of magnitude difference between
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the distributions of T for the two sets of holes. The spacing of the fractures is
calculated from the portion of the test zones that did not contain conductive
fractures.

As there was not a clear lower limit of resolution of T in the testing, a limit of
T = 10" m/s was considered arbitrarily the definition of a conductive zone.
The most reliable data are those of the 7-meter test zones, as the entire
lengths of each hole were tested at that length. The 3-m and 1-m test are
splits of longer tests, and these tests were performed only if the longer zones
of which they were part exceeded a permeability threshold. Because the
shorter zones are more conductive, there is a greater likelihood of the shorter
test zones bearing conductive fractures, which is indeed a characteristic of the
F1L statistical analysis.

Table 5-1 Results of Osnes Maximum Likelihood Model for Conductive Fracture
Frequency and Single Conduit Transmissivity

Holes and
Packer
Spacing

Spacing
m

CFF* m1 Mean T
nV2/s

Var(T)
mVs2

Scale
Parameter
s/m2

Shape
Parameter
m1

N-Holes

1-m

3-m

7-m

0.56

1.09

1.85

1.8

0.92

0.54

6.8e-9

1.9e-8

1.4e-9

5.8e-16

7.6e-15

3.8e-17

1.2e+7

2.5e+6

3.8e+5

8.1e-2

4.7e-2

5.5e-2

W-Holes

1-m

3-m

7-m

0.75

1.14

2.08

1.4

0.88

0.48

l.le-8

l.le-8

1.7e-8

1.2e-15

1.6e-15

4.3e-15

9.1e+6

6.8e+6

4.0e+6

l-0e-2

7.2e-2

7.0e-2

CFF = Conductive Fracture Frequency
Shape and Scale are parameters of a Gamma Distribution of T
T limit = 10•" m2/.s
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this study was to develop methods for determining fracture
system geometry from single hole well tests. The three methods of inferring
geometric information are the following:

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of boundary effects to determine
the distances to fracture termination (no-flow boundaries) or intersections
(constant-pressure boundaries);

Analysis of the geometry of the flow field using integer and fractional
dimensions;

Analysis of statistics of fixed-interval length test data to infer spacing and
transmissivity distributions of individual flow conduits.

Theoretical development is based on constant-pressure well tests, but may be
applied as well to constant-rate well tests.

Boundary Effects: Boundary effects are distinctive in constant-pressure well
tests. One can readily determine in a qualitative sense the termination or
interconnection of fractures. This report has presented type curves for radial
cylindrical flow including boundary effects, skin effects, and leakage.

Quantification of boundary distances requires an accurate storage value,
which in turn requires knowing for the effective radius of the borehole,
which is difficult to determine.

Boundary effects were not observed in the constant-pressure test data from
the SCV boreholes. Minimum boundary-distance calculations indicate that
the well tests tap conduits with path lengths of tens to hundreds of meters.
The absence of clear boundary effects suggests that the fracture system at
Stripa behaves as well-interconnected network-
Flow Dimension: Single-hole tests produce quantitative information on flow
dimension. The flow dimension is determined by the rate at which flow area
increases with distance from the test source. The dimension is equal to one
less than the power of area change with distance. For example, in linear
flow, area changes with radius to the zero power, and spherical flow is
produced by a flow system where area changes by a power of 2 with radius
Fractional dimensions are produced in flow geometries where area change by
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a fractional power of radial distance. Apparent fractional dimensions also can
be produced by conduits in which the hydraulic properties change by a
power of distance. This report presented type curves for analysis of constant-
pressure tests of variable dimension. Curves for both transient flow at the
source well and head change at observation wells are included.

Integer-dimension flow geometries lead to charactertistic results forms in
constant-pressure tests. One-dimensional or linear flow produces a negative
half-slope line in log-log plots. Cylindrical flow produces a straight line on a
semilog plot of inverse flow versus log time. Spherical flow produces a
straight line in a plot of flowrate versus the inverse square-root of time. Tests
which fall between dimensions may be fit using log-log type curves.

The dimension of the flow geometry varies considerably among well tests in
the SCV block. Representatives of the integer flow dimensions may be found
in the Srripa data. Dimensions change with distance from the well in many
cases. Fractional or sublinear flow geometries are plausible for some tests.
Single-hole tests provide quantitative information on flow dimension;
however, there are uncertainties in quantifying the hydraulic properties.

The unknown source size and shape introduces major uncertainties in the
analysis of single hole well test data. The source may be defined by the test
zone length and well radius only where the surface of the borehole is
uniformly conductive. As the conductivity of the borehole surface is
concentrated to a smaller surface area, the geometry of the well becomes less
significant to the flow geometry. In the extreme case of a single channel, the
borehole size and shape may not affect the well test at all.

In the fractional dimension approach, the source radius affects the
conductivity determination to the power of 2—n. Significantly, the radius
term has no influence on two-dimensional flow, that is the influence of
radius is to the 2 — 2 = 0 power. Hence one may determine the
transmissivity from a single hole test without source radius uncertainties for
the special case of cylindrical flow.

Clearly, it is advantageous to design single hole tests to produce two-
dimensional results. One may induce a cylindrical flow field by using using
long test zone lengths. Conversely, short test zones are most likely non-
cylindrical results.
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Statistics of FIL Test Data: This report presented an application of a method
for determining the statistics of conduit spacing and transmissivity from
Fixed-Interval-Length (FIL) test data. The method was developed by Osnes et
al., 1988. The results were analyzed based on data sets having interval
lengths of 1, 3, and 7 meters. The 7-meter data are considered the most
reliable, as the data sets spans the entire length of each borehole, while tests
having shorter packer spacings include only those zones which exceeded
transmissivity thresholds.
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NOTATION

= weighting factor
= cross-sectional area of wellbore
= cross-sectional area of conduit
= thickness of an aquifer or conduit
= thickness of an overlying aquitard
= thickness of an underlying aquitard
= fluid compressibility
= rock compressibility
= wellbore storage
= component of Cw due to water level
= component of Cw due to fluid compressibility

H
[L2]
[L2]
[L]
[L]
[L]
[LT2/M]
[LT2/M]
[LT2/M]
[LT2/M]
[LT2/M]

= component of Cw due to borehole and equipment
deformation

= intercept of semilog plot with 1/Q axis
= fracture aperture
= generic function
= generic function
= gravitational acceleration
= head
= head at the wellbore
= initial head at the wellbore
= generic index or ronstant
= hydraulic conductivity of aquifer
= hydraulic conductivity of overlying aquitard
= hydraulic conductivity of underlying aquitard
= permeability

(also used as a generic index)
= fracture hydraulic conductivity
= fracture normal stiffness
= hydraulic conductivity of skin zone

[LT7M]
[T/L3]

[L]
[-]
[-]
ri/r2]
[L]
[L]
[L]
H
[L/T]
[L/T]
[L/T]
[L2]

I1VT1
[M/L^2]
[L/T]

M = maximum number of fractures intercepted
in a test [-]

m = slope of a line
mN<i = slope of inverse square root plot
N - number of well tests in a series [-]
n = dimension of flow [-]

also used as a generic index
\ , - number of fractures intercepted in an interval [-]
N,, = number of no-flow tests in a series [-]
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Nn

P

P
PD

P D '
PD"

P,
P '
P"
Pwl3

Pu,
Q
Qo

Q.
Q...
Qn
r

S
S'
S"
s

S,
T
T
T"
t

In
MJtii

T.

number of tests in a series that intersected i fractures
number of no-flow tests in a series that
intersected i fractures [-]

H

probability that a fracture is nonconducrive
fluid pressure in aquifer
dimensionless pressure in aquifer
dimensionless pressure in overlying aquitard
dimensionless pressure in underlying
aquitard
probability that a test intercepting i fractures
is nonconducrive
initial fluid pressure in aquifer
fluid pressure in overlying aquitard
fluid pressure in underlying aquitard
dimensionless pressure at *he wellbore
pressure at the wellbore
flowrate
dimensionless flowrate
flowrate extrapolated to t = «
flowrate extrapolated to t = 1
flowrate in the nth time step in multirate test
radial distance
dimensionless radius
radius to a boundary
dimensionless radius to boundary
radius of skin zone
radius of wellbore
storativity of fracture or aquifer
storativity of overlying aquitard
storativity of underlying aquitard
Laplace-cpace variable
specific storage
transmissivity of fracture or aquifer
transmissivity of overlying aquitard
transmi.ssivity of underlying aquitard
time
dimensionless time
dimensionless time at type-curve match point
transmissivity of the ith conductive
fracti^e intercepted within an interval

H
[M/LT2]

[M/LT2]
[M/LT2]
[M/LT 2 ]

[L]
[L]

IL"1]
[L2/T]
[L2/T]

[T]
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X

z

ZD

7 "

Az
a,,
»7
6
A
A'
A"
Ac
Ay
M
My
Mr
v

P

°\
al
aT
<t>
T

= time at type-curve match point
= volume
= volume of fluid in pore space
= volume of fluid pressurized in wellbore
= velocity
= distance
= axial distance

(also used as a generic complex variable)
= dimensionless axial distance in aquifer
= dimensionless axial distance in overlying

aquitard
= dimensionless axial distance in underlying

aquitard
= height above a datum
= 2nn2/ r(n/2)
= hydraulic diffusivity
= angle occupied by an aquifer
= leakiness coefficient of an aquitard
= leakiness coefficient of overlying aquitard
= leakiness coefficient of underlying aquitard
= mean conductive fracture frequency
= scale parameter for gamma distribution
= dynamic viscosity of a fluid
= mean transmissiviry of conductive fractures
= mean interval transmissivity
= 1 - 2n;

also used as a generic complex variable
= skin factor
= fluid density
= variance of conductive fracrme transmissiviry
- variance of interval transmissivity
= mean interval transmissivity
= porosity
= multirate testing corrected time

rn
[L3]

[L3]

p/n
[L]
[L]

[L]

[L2]
[radians]

[-]
H
H
[1/L]
[VL]
[M/LT]
[L2/T]
[L2/T]

[M/L3]
[LVr2]
[LVr2]

[T]
*(Z)

= shape parameter for gamma distribution
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Laplace Operator V2

vH{x,y,z) = of ai of
+ + _

3x2 df dz2

(8-1)

Laplace Transform Operator SE

cf[f(t)] = f(s) = [f(t)e-s'dt
ti

(8-2)

Gamma Function r(z)

r(z) = [ (8-3)

Incomplete Gamma Functions r(v,x) and Y(V/X)

r(v,x) = f e-'tv-Mt (Ma)

Y(v,x) = f e"' t -Mt (SAb)
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Bessel Functions Jv(z) and Yv(z)

_ T {-if
V to 2Ä

T {if
V to 2Äk!r(v+k+l)

Y (z) = lim
}(z)cos{vn) - J (z)

sin(uTr)

Modified Bessel Functions Iv(z) and Kv(z)

I (z) =

,1k

2* k! r(v+k+l)

K (z) = lim
2 sin(u7r)

J* ff| fe'2'
r(v+l/2)UJ ^

(8-5)

(8-6)

(8-7)

(8-8)
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APPENDIX 1:
ANALYSIS

CORRECTIONS FOR HEAD VARIATIONS - MULTIRATE

The analysis of a constant-pressure test makes assumptions about the head
conditions around the well that are frequently not met in practice. In
particular, it is assumed that (1) thc uead, or pressure, is uniform over the
region of interest before the test' > gins, and (2) the head in the well is
constant over the duration of / .est.

The head in the region ?iC -lid the well is generally not stable before testing,
particularly in the envir ament of an underground test facility. There are
major long term tr."1 .'nt conditions assoicated with the drainage of the mine
openings, as we)' shorter term transient head variations which occur when
boreholes are ' • i-^d or closed, when packers are set or deflated, or when
other pressi. .'.iSturbances start or stop.

In addirk n to the background pressure variations, it is not always possible to
maintain constant pressure conditions in the borehole. For the SCV testing,
BGS used two methods of constant-pressure control. The first was the head-
control system designed into the well testing equipment. This system used
air pressure in storage tanks to maintain the borehole head conditions. The
computer data acquisition and control system changed the air pressure in
response to pressure transducer readings to keep the borehole pressure
constant. The system worked best in high conductivity test zones ( T > 10-8
m2/s), but over-corrected in lower conductivity zones. This over-correction
resulted in very unstable test zone heads.

The second method of head control was the so-called "slug as head" system.
This test procedure used the slug test line, which is a large-diameter hose
extending up the ventilation shaft, as the head source. The test was run as a
slug test accompanied by monitoring of the flow rate from the slug line into
the borehole. For very low conductivity zones (T < 10'11 m2/s) the change in
the head in the slug test line was negligable for the flowrates involved. The
higher the conductivity of the test zone, however, the more the head in the
slug line would change during the test. These higher conductivity slug-as-
head tests thus required corrections for the variations in test ^one head.

The variation in test zone head may be corrected in either of two ways. If
the variation is less than 10% of the total head change, then one may
normalize the flow data by dividing each flowrate reading by the head at
that time interval.
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For more severe corrections, one may use a multiple-rate approach. The
multiple-rate, or mulitrate, method treats the well test as a series of
independent constant-rate tests. The transient effects of each step are
superposed on the head changes of the subsequent steps. The approach is
outlined in Earlougher (1977) and Streltsova (1988), and involves
transformations of the time data from real time to a corrected time, G(t). The
approach is illustrated in Figure Al-1. To analyze test data one plots a ratio
of flowrate to head against the appropriate time transformation. For a
semilog analysis one plots the head change Ahn divided by the flowrate Qn

for the time step versus:

= E
1-1

AQ,

Q,,
(Al-1)

where:
Q, = flowrate at the ith timestep

= Q; - Q,.,
t; = time at the ith timestep [T]

For other plots, such as the inverse square-root time plot, one substitutes the
appropriate function for log term in the equation above.

Correction of the data for multirate effects involves the following steps. The
head values are determined from the difference between the measured head
and the interpolated background head value. A PC-based program, MRATE,
calculates the summations using each head and flow reading as a constant-
rate step.

The multirate corrections are most important for the longer duration tests,
where the time is long enough for significant background changes to occur.
The background head changes can alter the test response to create such
features as apparent boundary effects. Tests that last less than 15 minutes
usually are not long enough for background head changes to be significant.
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MRATE is a program for correction of test data where constant-pressure
conditions were not maintained in the hole. MRATE requires an input file of
three, nine-character columns (F9.0) containing elapsed test time, flowrate,
and head difference. The output of MRATE is a four column file of
head/flowrate, log head/flowrate, corrected log time, and corrected inverse
square-root time. We found it most convenient to prepare the input data
from a spreadsheet program of the test data, and write that data from the
spreadsheet program to an MRATE input file. It is important to write the
MRATE input file from the spreadsheet progam in an unformatted form,
without left, top, or bottom margins. It is useful to check the formatting of
the input file before running the program.

The program is called by simply typing MRATE (return). The program
prompts the user for the input and output files. The corrected time values
should have the same order of magnitude as the real times. If the corrected
times differ from the real times by one or more orders of magnitude it is
likely that the time column width is incorrect, and that either digits are being
truncated or zeros are being added to the data when the code reads the input
file. The output appears on the screen and is written to the output file. The
output file may be imported to a spreadsheet program for plotting and data
analysis.

The listing for the program MRATE is given in Appendix 4.
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APPENDIX 2: FRACDIMO and FRACDIMH. GENERALIZED
CONSTANT-PRESSURE WELL-TEST TYPE CURVES

FRACDIMQ calculates constant-pressure type curves for arbitrary flow
dimensions. FRACDIMH has a similar structure to FRACDIMQ, except that it
calculates the head change at an observation well due to a constant-pressure
well test. The two programs ask for the same information, with the addition
of dimensionless radius for FRACDIMH. The FRACDIM codes do not
consider skin or boundary effects.

Like CHQ, the FRACDIM solves the problem of LaPlace transform inversion
numerically using the Stehfest algorithm. While this may not necessarily be
the most accurate method (Barker, 1988), it is readily adaptable for use on
PC's. The Stehfest inverter is a series solution. The accuracy generally
increases with the the number of terms, but so also does the rime required for
the calculation. Furthermore, numerical instabilities may also arise if too
many or too few terms are used. The type curves presented in this report
used five or six terms. The type curves should be smooth and continuous, li
the program ourput does not have these characteristics, the computation
should be rerun using a different number of inversion terms.

FRACDIM(Q or H) is invoked simply by typing the program name and r
rerurn. The programs prompt the user for the dimension of the curve
desired, the base-10 logarthms of the start and stop dimensionless times, and
the number of inversion terms. The program writes the output to the screen
and to an ourput file, FRACDIM.OUT. Unless the file name is changed it
will be overwritten by the next use of the program. The output file contains
the dimensionless time and flow values for the type curve.

For dimensions 1 and 3 the program uses the analytical expressions for the
type curves for linear flow and spherical flow repectively:

QD = —— (AM)

and



(A2-2)

Two-dimensional (cylindrical) flow uses modified Bessel functions of order 0
and 1, which are eaiculated by the same polynomial approximations as CH-
QP using the functions DBKO and DBKl. For the Gamma function,
FRACDIM uses a series expansion for the inverse of the gamma function
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964, eq. 6.1.34). This expansion provides values
for negative arguments, which are required for dimensions greater than 2.
For fractional dimensions, the FRACDIM programs use a numerical
integration routine to calculate the values of fractional-order, modified Bessel
functions using an expression from Abramowitz and Stegun (1964, eq. 9.6.23):

K(z) = (A2-3)

The NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) library routine D01AMF was used
to perform this integration. This routine performs a Gaussian integration
from a finite limit to infinity. The program runs in double precision for all
functions except the numerical integration, for which the NAG routine is
single precision.

The senior author apologizes for the mixing of precisions in the code. The
interested reader may wish to substitute a more appropriate double-precision
integration routine for greater accuracy.

The programs are intended for compilation using mathematics co-processors.
Even with the co-processor, the FRACDIM programs are slowed considerably
by the numerical integration of the Bessel functions. The calculation of each
dimensioniess time and head or flow pair may require 5 seconds to 2 minute>
depending on type of computer and the number of inversion terms used.
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We have checked the accuracy of the fractional dimension calculations by
comparing (a) the results of the solutions by numerical integration of ine
Bessel functions with (b) the analytical expressions of dimensions 1 and 3,
and (c) results using polynomial Bessel functions (order 0 and 1) for
dimension 2 (Figure A2-1). For six Stehfest terms, the dimension 1 and 3
results agree within 0.1%, and for dimension 2, the agreement is within 1.3%
for all values. We consider this accuracy sufficient for hydrologic test
analysis, particularly where log-log curve fitting is involved.

Included in the program listings in Appendix 4, is INCGAM, a code for
calculating the incomplete gamma function, which is the generalized,
constant-rate type curve of Barker (1988). Incgam uses a polynomial
approximation from Abramowitz and Stegun (1964).
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APPENDIX 3: CH-OP, CYLINDRICAL FLOW WITH LEAKAGE. SKIN, AND
BOUNDARY EFFECTS

The program CH-QP calculate? flowrates from a well during a constant-
pressure injection test, for the generation of type curves for analysis of single-
hole tests. CH-QP calculates these type curves for two-dimensional flow with
boundary and skin effects. CH-QP also calculates the differential pressures
for an observation well located an arbitrary distance from the injection well,
for analysis of multi-hole tests. These calculations may be performed in terms
of dimensionless variables or in terms of nan ral variables. Output from the
program is stored in a formatted file, which can be imported into a
spreadsheet program such as LOTUS 1-2-3 for simple generation of type-
curve plots.

To run the program, the user chooses the desired output form and boundary
conditions from a menu, and specifies the relevant hydrological parameters.
Menu items are changed by entering first the number of the menu item to be
changed, and second the desired value for that item. The value entered will
be either a lower case character or a number. The program calculates a list of
dimensionless or natural flowrates, cumulative flow, and differential
pressures, for the range of dimensionless or natural times specified. These
values are printed on the screen and are also written to a file chosen by the
user.

During a run of CH-QP, the program first searches for a file on the current
directory named CH-PAR.DAT. If this file is found, the program reads the
parameter values from CH-PAR.DAT and then deletes the file. If no file
named CH-PAR.DAT (as will occur on the first run of the program) then the
default values of these parameters are read from an interns! data record.
After the user modifies these parameters for the case at hand. The program
CH-QP can be used on any computer that uses a DOS* operating system and
supports double-precision (64-bit) arithmetic.

All CHOICE OF PARAMETER SET

The first item in the menu is the choice of the parameter set to be used. The
user may choose to work in either dimensionless (d) or natural (n) variables.
Dimensionless variables are commonly used in generating type curves which
will be compared directly to field data, in order to estimate the best values of
the hydrological parameters. Natural variables are used when the
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hydrological parameters of a system are fairly well known, and the intent is
to predict the response of that system to constant-pressure injection. Natural
variables may also be useful in making confirmatory plots once the
hydrological parameters have been obtained from type-curve analysis.

When working with natural variables, consistent units must be used in
specifying the hydrological parameters. For instance, if SI units are preferred,
then the parameters should be specified using units as follows:

well radius
boundary radius
observation well radius
aquifer transmissivity
injection pressure (head)

(m)
(m)
(m)
(nr/s)
(m)

If the times are in seconds, then the calculated flowrates will then be in m3 s,
the cumulative flows will be in m"*, and the differential pressures at the
observation well will be in terms of meters of head.

If injection pressure is instead specified in terms of Pascals (N/m2), then the
calculated flowrates will calculated as a weight of water per unit time (X/s),
the cumulative flows will be in terms of weight of water (N), and the
differential pressures at the observation well will be in terms of N/m2.

A3.2 TIMESTEPPING MODE

The second option available on the menu is the choice of timestepping mode.
If logarithmic (1) timesteps are chosen, then the rimes for which flowrates and
differential pressures are calculated wili be spaced evenly on a logarithmic
scale. If uneven (u) timesteps are chosen, then these times will be spaced
according to the pattern:

{ 1, 2, 3, ..., 9, 10, 20, 30,..., 90, 100, 200, 300, .... }.

In general, logarithmic rimesteps are preferable for producing type curves,
since the even logarithmic spacing produces smoother plots.
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A3.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Any combination of outer, upper, and lower boundary conditions can be
specified. The outer boundary condition can be either open (o), closed (c), or
infinite (i), as defined in Section 1.1. If the boundary condition is specified as
open or closed, then the boundary radius y2 must be specified if natural
variables are used. If dimensionless variables are used, the dimensionless
radius is the ratio of the boundary radius to the well radius {TJT^). For an
infinite boundary, the value specified for boundary radius (or dimensionless
boundar)' radius, as the case may be) has no effect on program operation.

The upper boundary condition is that existing on the upper boundar}' of the
overlying aquitard, and can be either open (o) or closed (c). If the overlying
aquitard is a perfect aquiclude, this is specified by entering n as the upper
boundary condition. The lower boundary condition, which exists on the
lower boundary of the underlying aquitard, can likewise be specified either
as open (o) or closed (c), or, if the underlying aquitard is a perfect aquiclude,
this can be specified by entering n as the lower boundary condition.

The inner boundary condition is determined by the skin factor. If a skin
factor of zero is specified, then there is no skin effect. A positive skin
corresponds to a zone of reduced permeability around the wellbore, and a
negative skin corresponds to a zone of enhanced permeability.

A3.4 AQUIFER AND AQUITARD PARAMETERS

If dimensionless variables are used, no aquifer parameters need be specified.
If natural parameters are used, then the values for aquifer transmissivity and
storativity must be entered using consistent units, as discussed in Section 2.1.
Transmissivity and storativity are defined as in Chapter 1.

If both the overlying and underlying aquitards are perfect aquicludes, no
aquitard parameters need be specified. Two parameters must be specified for
each aquitard which is not a perfect aquiclude. These parameters, the
leakiness and the storativity ratio are both dimensionless quantities, as
defined in Chapter 2.
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A3.5 CONTROL PARAMETERS

The last three items in the menu are control parameters, which determine the
speed and accuracy of the numerical solution. The program will calculate
flowrates and pressures for times whose order of magnitude lies between the
log start time and the log end time, inclusive. The number of Stehfest
coefficients, N, determines the precision of the inversion algorithm. Greater
accuracy is theoretically achieved by using more Stehfest coefficients, but in
practice this accuracy is limited by the roundoff errors, which increase with
increasing number of Stehfest coefficients. Also, increasing the number of
Stehfest coefficients decreases the speed of the program. Good results can
usually be achieved with 6 or 8 Stehfest coefficients.

A3.6 OUTPUT FILE

Once all parameters have been set as desired, the user must enter 0 to keep
those parameters and begin execution. The program will first ask for the
name of the file in which to store the data. Any file name recognized by
MS-DOS™ may be used. If the user wishes the output to be written to a file
on a different disk drive, this may be specified by typing the disk drive name
together with the file name, in standard MS-DOS™ format. For example,
entering B:CH-QP.DAT would cause the program to write to a file named
CH-QP.DAT on the B: drive. Execution of the program will be aborted if ihe
file already exists. At the top of each output file, the program writes a
header containing all relevant model parameters.
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APPENDIX 4: PROGRAM LISTINGS

This section includes listings of the well test analysis programs decribed in
the main body of the report and Appendices 1-3. The programs are intended
for compilation using Microsoft Fortran (4.0 or higher).

Copies of the source and executable versions are available from Golder
Associates Inc., 4104 148th Ave. NE, Redmond, WA, 98006 USA. The codes
and routines are provided in the interests of promoting well testing research.
These codes should be considered research tools. Any use of these programs
shall be for information purposes only. Golder Associates Inc., SKB, and the
authors make no warranty of the accuracy, functionality, or application of
this software. All liability and responsibility for the results obtained from any
use of this code are exclusively that of the person or organization using this
code. Users are advised to perform their ov n verification of the codes before
applying them for any application that cou'.d result in loss of life, injury to
persons or property, or financial loss.

A4.1 LISTING OF MRATE

PROGRAM MRATE

c MRATE calculates the pressure and time values for an
c equivalent constant rate tests where the head and rate
c values both vary with time. The data are read in from
c a file containing three, 9-character columns: (1) time, (2)
c flow, and (3) head. The output is a four column file with
c effective pressure, log effective pressure, log effective
c time, and inverse square root effective time.

character*20 infile, outfile
dimension test(5OO,3)

c
c Read the input file
c

write(*,*)' Enter input filename'
read(*,900) infile
open(6,file = infile,.status = 'old')
n = 0

2 if(.not. eof(6)) then
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n=n+l
read(6,930)(t°st(n,k)#k= 1,3)
go to 2

endif
continue
write(*,*)' Enter output filename'
readC,900) outfiie
open(7,file=outfile,status='nevv')

vvriteC,920)'p(nT,/qn)','logp,q'/IogG(t)'/l/sqrtG(t)'
w,-ite(7,920)'p(ln/qn)','k)gp/q'/IogG(t)'/l.'sqrtG(t)'

set up loop of t values

do 200 m = l,n
x!og=0
xsqrt=0

Set the loop of sums for each time value

do 100 j = 1,m
tlog=(test(j,2)-test((j-l),2))/test(m,2)
tsqrt=tlog*(i/(sqrt(test(m,l)-test((j-l),l))))

= tlog*aloglO(test(m,l)-test((j-l),l))

100

200
MOO

" 1 0

xiog=xlog+tlog
xsqrt=xsqrt+tsqrt
continue
y=(test(m,3)/test(m,2))
ylog=loglO(abs(y))
write(*,910)y,ylog,xlog,xsqrt
write(7,910)y,ylog,xlog,xsqrt
continue
format(alO)
format(4(2x,el0.3))
format(4x,4(a8,4x))
forma t(3r'9.0)
end
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A4.2 LISTING OF FRACDIMQ

PROGRAM FRACDIMQ
c
c Constant Pressure Well Test Solutions for Integer or Fractional
c Dimensions, by Thomas Doe, Golder Associates, ver. 6/22/90.
c This program calculates transient flow for fractional dimension
c conduits using Barker's (1988) approach. The solution calculated
c here is a numerical inversion of the LaPlace transform using the
c Stehfest algorithm (except for dimensions 1 and 3 which have
c simple analytical expressions).

Parameter (pi = 3.14!59265359d0,
& nc = 30)

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
Real»8 V(nc)

Real*8 LPl
Character*20 fname

Common / LTI / n, V
common/par/dim,tol
write(*,*)' This program writes an output file: fracdim.out/
write(V)' '
write(V)' Enter dimension: '
read(V) dim
write( V ) ' Enter log of the start and end tDs:'
read(V)tl,t2
write(V)' Enter number of Stehfest coefficients for inversion'
write(V)' (6-8 is suggested):'
read(V)n
open(4,file='fracdim.out')
write(*,920)dim
write(4,940)
write(4,920)dim
write(4,930)n
write(4,910)
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C Calculate the n Stehfest coefficients

Call LT1C (n, V)
C Main Loop for each time value
c

10 td = 10.d0**tl

if (dim.eq.LdO) then
qd=l/dsqrt(pi*td)
elseif (dim.eq.3.dO) then
qd = l + l/dsqrt(pi*td)
else

Call LTIF (td, Qd)
endif
tl=tl+0.2

c
write(*,900)td,Qd
write(4,900)td,Qd
if (tl.le.t2) goto 10

c
900 format(2el0.3)
910 format(4x/tD',7x/qD7)
920 format(4x/ dimension: ', fl0.2)
930 format(4x/ Stehfest Coefficients: ',i2)
940 tc>rmat(4x/ FRACDIMQ, Constant-Pressare Type Curves'/)

c
Stop
End
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SUBROUTINE LTIF (tau, Q)

C Laplace Transform Inversion Function
C tau = dimensionless time at which Fun is evaluated
C Q = value of inverted function at time tD

Real*8 V(30),a,ai,Pa,Ptemp,Q,tau
Real*8 LPl

Common / LT1 / n, V
a = DLog(2.0 DO)/ tau
Pa = 0.0 D 0
Do 20 i = 1, n

ai = a * Dble(i)
Ptemp = LPl(ai)

Ptemp=Ptemp*V(i)
Pa = Pa + Ptemp

20 Continue
Q = a * Pa
Return
End

REAL»8 FUNCTION LPl(s)

C Laplace-space Flow Function

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
common/par/dim,tol

dnu = 0.5d0*(2.d0-dim)
s=dsqrt(s)
call bessel ((dabs(dnu-1.0d0)),s,dbk)
dnum = dbk
call bessel ((dabs(dnu)),s,dbkl)
denom = s*dbkl

10 lpl =dnum/denom
return
end
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SUBROUTINE LTIC (n, V)

C Subroutine to calculate the coefficient array, Vi for the
C numerical inversion of Laplace transforms after Stehfest (1970)
C [S/??J, for N terms (#1). { PC Version }
C - Golder Associates, Michael A P Kenrick, August 1987

Real*8 V(30), F(0:30), A(30), Si, x
Integer n, nh, i, k

If (Mod(n,2) .ne. 0) n = n -1

C Assign Factorials to array Fi

F(0) = 1 D 0
Do 1 i = 1, n

1 F(i) = Float(i) * F(i-l)

C Calculate summation constants Ai

nh = n/2
A(l) - 2D0/F(nh- l )
Do 2 k = 2, nh

x = k
2 A(K) = x**nh * F(2*k) / ( F(nh-k) * F(k) * F(k-l))

C Assign Vi coefficients

Si = 2 * Mod(nh,2) - 1
Do 4 i = 1, n

V(i) = 0 D 0
Do 3k = (i + l)/2, MinO(i,nh)

3 V(i) = V(i) + A(k) / ( F(i-k) * F(2*k-i) )
V(i) = Si * V(i)

4 Si = -Si

Return
lind
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SUBROUTINE BESSEL(dnu/dz,dbk)

c BESSEL is the routine for calculating modified Bessel functions
c of the second kind (K sub nu). The integer orders, 0 and 1,
c are calculated using polynomial approximations. Fractional
c orders are obtained by numerical integration except for the half
c orders. The half orders (1/2 and 3/2) have simple analytical
c expressions (that do not require LaPlace inversions, and these are
c calculated in the main program.

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
external dbkO,dbkl,dnagint
if (dnu.eq.O.dO) then
dbk=dbkO(dz)
return
elseif (dnu.eq.(l.dO)) then
dbk=dbkl(dz)
return
else
dbk=dnagint(dnu,dz)
endif
return

end
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REAL»8 FUNCTION DBKO (dx)

C Modified Bessel Function Ko(x) — Second kind, order zero
C Formula 9.6.13 from Abramowitz & Stegun, 1976, p 375,
C for smaller values of x;
C polynomial approximation after Abramovitz & Stegun, 1964
C Equations 9.8.5 & 9.8.6, p 378 [Double Precision]

C Golder Associates, Joel E Geier, September 1987
C [ modified from real*8 function DBKO (dx),
C - Golder Associates, Michael A P Kenrick, March 1986
C MS Fortran 4.0 version, July 1987
C Double Precision Version, August 1987 ].

Parameter ( xLimit = 713.985 )
real'8 dx, S, x2, val, euler, lnxg

Real
&,
&,
&,
&,
&,
&,
&,
&,
&,
&,
&,
&,
&,

&,
&,

&,

*8 Cl(l:20) / 0.2500 00000 00000 D + 0 0
0.1562 50000 00000 D-01
0.4340 27777 77778 D-03
0.6781 68402 77778 D-05
0.6781 68402 77778 D-07
0.4709 50279 70679 D-09
0.2402 80754 95244 D-l 1
0.9385 96699 03298 D-14
0.2896 90339 20771 D-l 6
0.7242 25848 01928 D-l 9
0.1496 33439 67340 D-21
0.2597 80277 21077 D-24
0.3842 90350 90351 D-27
0.4901 66263 90754 D-30
0.5446 29182 11948 D-33
0.5318 64435 66356 D-36
0.4600 90342 26952 D-39
0.3550 07980 14623 D-42
0.2458 50401 76332 D-45
0.1536 56501 10207 D-48 /

*8 C2(0:6)/ 1.253 314 14 D 0
-0.078 323 58 D 0
0.021 895 68 D 0
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&,
&,
&,
&,

X2 =

-0.010
0.005

-0.002
0.000

dx / 2.0 D 0

624
878
515
532

46
72
40
08

D
D
D
D

0
0
0
0/

If ( dx .le. 9.0 ) then
val = O.OdO '
euler= 0.57721566490153d0
Inxg = DLOG( X2 ) + euler
S = O.OdO - lnxg
do 1 k = 1, 20

val = val + 1.0d0/DBLE(k)
S = S + Cl(k) * ( val - lnxg ) * dx •• (2*k)

1 continue

else if ( dx .It. xLimit) then
S = C2(0)
DO 2 i = 1, 6

2 S = S + C2(i)/x2**i
S = S / ( DExp(dx) • DSqrt(dx) )

else
S = 0.0 D 0

end if
DBK0 = S
return
end
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REAL'S FUNCTION DBK1 (dx)

C Modified Bessel Function Kl(x) — Second kind, order one
C Formula 9.6.11 from Abramowitz & Stegun, 1976, p 376,
C for smaller values of x;
C Polynomial approximation after Abramovitz & Stegun, 1964
C Equations 9.8.7 & 9.8.8, p 379 for larger values of x.
C Golder Associates, Joel E Geier, September 1987

C [ modification of real*8 function DBKl (dx),
C - Golder Associates, Michael A P Kenrick, March 1986
C MS Fortran 4.0 version, July 1987
C Double Precision Version, August 1987 ]

Parameter ( xLimit = 713.985 )
Real*8 lnxg, dx, S, x2, val, euler, dgm

Real*8 Cl(l:20) / 0.6250 00000 00000 D-01
&, 0.2604 16666 66667 D-02
&, 0.5425 34722 22222 D-04
St., 0.6781 68402 77778 D-06
&, 0.5651 40335 64815 D-08
&, 0.3363 93056 93342 D-10
&, 0.1501 75471 84528 D-12
&, 0.5214 42610 57388 D-15
&, 0.1448 45169 60386 D-17
&, 0.3291 93567 28149 D-20
&, 0.6234 72665 30585 D-23
&, 0.9991 54912 34912 D-26
&, 0.1372 46553 89411 D-28
&, 0.1633 88754 63585 D-31
&, 0.1701 96619 41234 D-34
&, 0.1564 30716 37164 D-37
&, 0.1278 028.72 85264 D-40
&, 0.9342 31526 70061 DA4
&., 0.6146 26004 40829 D-47
&, 0.3658 48812 14779 D-50 /

Real*8 C2(0:6) / 1.253 314 14 D 0
&, 0.234 98o 19 D 0
&., -0.036 556 20 D 0
&, 0.015 042 68 DO
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&,
&,
&,

X2

-0.007
0.003

-0.000

= dx / 2.0 D 0

803 53
256 14
682 45

D
D
D

0
0
0 /

if ( dx .le. 8.8 ) then
val = O.OdO
euler = 0.57721566490153dO
lnxg = DLOG( X2 ) + euler
S = l.OdO / dx + X2 * ( lnxg - O.5dO )
Do 1 k =• 1, 20

val = val + 1.0d0/DBLE(k)
dgm = val + 1.0d0/DBLE(2*k+2)
S = S + Cl(k) * (lnxg - dgm) * dx**(2*k+l)

1 continue

else if ( dx .le. xLimit) then
S = C2(0)
Do 2 k = 1, 6

S = S + C2(k) / x2»*k
2 continue

S = S / ( DExp(dx) * DSqrt(dx))
else

S = 0.0 D 0
endif
dbkl = s
Return
End

REAL*8 FUNCTION DNAGINT (dnu,dz)

c Dnagint is an interface for the double-precision main
c program and the single-precision numerical integration of
c the fractional order Bessel functions.
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implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
real*4 snu,sz
real*4 zagint
snu=sngl(dnu)
sz=sngl(dz)
dnagint=dble(zagint(snu,sz))
return
end
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REALM FUNCTION ZAGINT (xnu,z)

c Zagint performs numerical, semi-infinite Gaussian integration of
c function FST. DOIAMF is a numerical integration function from the
c NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) library. This routine is single
c precision.

implicit real*4 (a-h,o-z)
real*8 gam

real*4 w(800)
integer iw(102)
integer ifail, inf, nout

external fst
common /telnum/kount,snu,sz

pi = 3.14159264
epsabs = 0.E0
epsrel = l.E-09

snu=sngl(xnu)
sz=sngl(z)

a =1.0000001
inf = 1
kount = 0
ifail = 1
call d01amf(fst, a, inf, epsabs, epsrel, result, abserr, w,
* 800, iw, 102, ifail)

denum=sqrt(pi)*((0.5*sz)**snu)*result
denom=sngl(gam(dble(snu+0.5)))
zagint=denum/denom

return
end
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REALM FUNCTION FST(X)

Function to be integrated to obtain modified Bessel function.
Formula from Abramowitz and Stegun, eq. 9.6.23.

implicit real*4 (a-h,o-z)
rea!*8 dx,dz,dnu,dfst

common /telnum/ kount, snu,sz
kount = kount + 1

dz=dble(sz)
dnu = dble(snu)
dx = dble(x)
dfst=dexp(-dz*dx)*(dx + l.dO)**(dnu-O.5dO)*(dx-l.dO)**(dnu-O.5dO)
fst = sngl(dfst)

return
end

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

REAL»8 FUNCTION GAM(x)

by Thomas Doe, Golder Associates, September 1989

gam is a series expansion of the inverse of the gamma
function from Abramowitz and Stegun, eq. 6.1.34 (taken in turn
Davis, 1933, Tables of Higher Mathematical Functions. The inverse
formulation is used because it readily gives values for negative
arguments (which are required for higher well test dimensions).

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

real*8 c l (1 :26) / . 10000
&, .57721 56649
&, -.65587 80715
&, -.04200 26350
k, .16653 86113
k, -.04219 77345
&, -.00962 19715
&, .00721 89432
k, -.00116 51675
&, -.00021 52416
k, .00012 80502

00000 000000 d+01
015329 d+00
202538 d + 00
340952 d+00
822915 d + 00
555443 d + 00
278770 d + 00
466630 d+00
918591 d + 00
741149 d + 00
823882 d + 00
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&, -.00002 01348 547807 d+00
&, -.00000 12504 934821 d+00
&, .00000 11330 272320 d+00
&, -.00000 02056 338417 d+00
&, .00000 00061 160950 d+00
&, .00000 00050 020075 d+00
&, -.00000 00011 812?i6 d+00
&, .00000 00001 043427 d+00
&, .00000 00000 077823 d+00
L, -.00000 00000 036968 d+00
&, .00000 00000 005100 d+00
&, -.00000 00000 000206 d+00
&, -.00000 00000 000054 d+00
&, .00000 00000 000014 d+00
&, .00000 00000 000001 d+00/

gamm=0.0d0
do 1 k=l,26
val=cl(k)*x*»(dble(k))
gamm=gamm+val

1 continue
gam=l/gamm
return
end
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A4.3 LISTING OF FRACDIMH

PROGRAM FRACDIMH
c
c Constant Pressure Well Test Solutions for Integer or Fractional
c Dimensions, by Thomas Doe, Golder Associates, 1989
c
c This program calculates dimensionless head response at an
c observation well for fractional dimension conduits using Barker's
c (1988) approach. The solution calculated here is a numerical
c inversion of the LaPlace transform using the Stehfest algorithm
c (except for dimensions 1 and 3 which have simple analytical
c expressions).

Parameter (pi = 3.14159265359d0,
& nc = 30)

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
Real*8 V(nc)

Real*8 LP1
Character*20 fname

Common / LTI / n, V
common'par/dinvd
write(*,*)' This program writes an output file: fracdimh.out.'
write(V)' '
write(*.*) ' Enter dimension:
read(V) dim
write(*,*)' Enter log of the start and end tDs:'
read(*,*)tl,t2
write(*,*)' Enter number of Stehfest coefficients for inversion'
write(*,*)' (8 is suggested):'
read(V)n
write(*,*)' Enter diniensionless radius:'
read(V) rd
open(4,file = 'fracdimh.out')

\vrite(*,*)dim
write(4,920)dim
write(4,93n)rd
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write(4,940)n
c

write(»,910)
write(V)' '
write(4,910)

C Calculate the n Stehfest coefficients

Call LTIC (n, V)
C Main Loop for each time value
c

10 td = 10.dO*'tl

Call LTIF (td, hd)
tl=tl+0.2

c
vvritef,900)td,hd
write(4,900)td,hd
if (tl.le.t2) goto 10

c
900 format(2el0.3)
910 format(4x/tD',7x/hD'y)
920 format(4x/ dimension: ', fl0.2)
930 format(4x/ dimensionless radius: ',f 10.2)
940 format(4x/ Stehfest Coefficients: ',i2)

c
Stop
End
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REAL*8 FUNCTION LPl(s)

C Laplace-space Flow Function

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
common/par/dim,rd

enu = 0.5d0*(2.d0-dim)
dnu = dabs(enu)
s=dsqrt(s)
rds=rd*s
call bessel (dnu,rds,db..)
dnum=(rd**enu)*dbk
call bessel (dnu,s,dbkl)
denom=s*s*dbkl

10 lpl=dnum/denom
return
end

Note: The subroutines for calculation of Stehfest coefficients (LTIC) and LaPlace
transform inversion (LTIF) and the Bessel function calculations are the same as those
in FRACDIMQ.
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PROGRAM INCGAM

C Incomplete Gamma Function; Barker, 1988, eq. A22
C Golder Associates, Thomas Doe, October 1989

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
open(4,f ile='incgam.out')
write(*,*)' This program writes an output file, INCGAM.OUT'
write(*,*)' enter dimension'
read(V)a
write(4,*)' Generalized Theis Curve, Dimension ',a
write(*,*)' enter log start and end tD'
read(V)tdl,td2
write(V)' '
write(4,*)' '
write(V)' log(tD) hD log hD'
write(V)' '
write(4,*)' '
write(4,*)' log(tD) hD log hD'
write(4,*)' '
if (a.ne.2.) goto 1

a = 1.9999

1 da=(a/2.)-l.
2 dz=17(10.**tdl)

db=0.

c main loop for series calculation of incomplete gamma
c function
c

tl=gam(da)
do 10 k=0,20
fact=1.
rk=float(k)
do5i = l,k
fact=fact*float(i)

5 continue
dnum = ((-l.)**rk)*(dz**(da + rk))
dnom = (da + rk)*fact
db = db + dnum/dnom
gamma = tl -db
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10 continue
if (gamma.le.O.)goto 11
gammal=logi O(gamma)
write(*,900)tdl ,gamma,gammal
write(4,900)tdl,gamma,gammal

11 ldl=tdl+0.25
if (tdl.le.td2) goto 2

900 format(3f9.3)
end

Note: INCGAM calls GAM(x), which is given above under FRACD1MQ.
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A4.4 LISTING OF CH-QP

Program CHPQ

C Discharge rate during constant-pressure test;
C Modified from Program CHQtd to model leaky aquifers.
C This program combines the approach of Ehlig-Economides
C for constant pressure flew, with skin, with that
C of Moench (1985) for stora rive, semiconfining layers.
C Golder Associates, J E Geier, September, 1987

Parameter (pi = 3.141592654,
& nc = 30 )

Character*13 fname
Character* 1 BCO, TS, PN, bc(2)
Character*! cpar(l:5) / 'd', T, T, 'n', 'n' /
Real*4 rpar(l:9)/ 100., 0., 1.261566261,126.1566261

&, 0.01, 0.01591549431, 10.0, 10.0,12.61566261 /
Real*8 dpar(l:4)/ l.Od-3, l.Od-3, 1.0d-l, 1.0d-l /
Integer*2 ipar(l:3) / -2, 8, 6 /
Real*4 t(300), Tr, S, rw, re, sk, hw, r
Real*8 V(nc), lc(2), sc(2)
Logical*2 lexist
Common / LTI / n, V
Common / LQF / sk, reD, rD
Common / LBC / 1c, sc, be
External LQFl, LQF2, LQF3, LQBAR

C Read problem parameters from ch-par.dat

inquire(File = 'ch-par.dat', Exist = lexist)
if(Iexist) then

open(l, File = 'ch-par.dat', Status = 'old')
do 101 k=l,5

read(l, '(a)') cpar(k)
101 continue

do 102 k=l,9
read(1, '(gl5.9)') rpar(k)

102 continue
do 103 k = l,4
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read(l, '(gl5.9)') dpar(k)
103 continue

do 104 k=l,3
read(l, '(i3)') ipar(k)

104 continue
end if

C Define problem parameters
»

Print '(/////////////)'
Print '(/a)', ' Program Ch-QP -- Constant-pressure flowrate'

904 write(*,105) cpar(l),cpar(2),cpar(3),cpar(4),cpar(5)
105 format(/' (1) Parameter set (d,n) = 'a, / ' (2) Time ',

&'steps (u,l) = ' , a / (3) Boundary conditions (i,o,c) = ',a/
&' (4) Upper aquitard (n,o,cr) = ' , a / (5) Lower aquitard'
&' (n,o,c) = r,a/)

if( cpar(l) .eq. 'd') then
write(*,106) rpar(l), rpar(2), rpar(8)

else
write(M07) rpar(2),rpar(3),rpar(4),rpar(5),rpar(6),

& rpar(7),rpar(9)
end if

106 format(' (6) D-less boundary radius = ',lpg9.iy
& ' (7) Skin factor = ',lpgl0.4/
& ' (13) D-less obs. well radius = Mpg9.1)

107 format(' (7) S k i n f a c t o r = ',lpgl0.4,
&,' ' (8) Well radius = MpglO.4,
&/ ' (9) Boundary radius = '/lpglO.4,
&,' ' (10) Storativity = Mpgl0.4,
&.•' ' (11) Transmissivity = ',lpgl0.4,
&,' ' (12) Injection head at well = Mpgl0.4,
&/ ' (14) Observation well radius = Mpgl0.4)

if(cpar(4) .ne. 'n' .or. cpar(5) .ne. 'n') then
write(*,108) d p a ^ l ^ d p a ^ d p a ^ d p a ^ )

end if

108 formate (15) Upper layer leakiness = 7pg l0 .4 / (16) ',
dsc'Lower layer leakines.s = ' , lpgl0.4/ (17) Upper stora',
&'tivity ratio = ' , lpgl0.4/ (18) Lower storativity ratio',
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&' = MpglO.4)

write(*,109) ipar(l), ipar(2), ipar(3)

109 format(' 09) Log starting time = ',i3,
&/ ' (20) Log stopping time = ',i3,
&/ ' (21) Stehfest coefficients = \i3)

print'(//)'
print '(/a)',' Enter number of parameter to change.'

114 print'( a\)'/ Enter 0 to keep present values > '
read(V, Err = l]4)num
if (num .gt. 21) go to 904

115 if (num .gt. 0) then
print '( a\)',' Enter new value > '
end if
if (num .ge. 19) then

read(V, Err = 115) ipar(num-18)
else if (num .ge. 15) then

read(V, Err = 115) dpar(num-14)
else if (num .ge. 6) then

read(*,*, Err = 115) rpar(num-5)
else if (num .gt. 0) then

read(V(a)', Err = 115) cpar(num)
end if
print '(/////////////O'
if (num .gt. 0) go to 904

close (1, Status = 'Delete')
open(l, File = 'ch-par.dat', Status = 'new')
do 121 k=l,5

write(l/(a)') cpar(k)
121 continue

dol22k=l ,9
write(l/(gl5.9)') rpar(k)

122 continue
do 123 k=l,4

write(1/(gl5.9)') dpar(k)
123 continue

dol24k=l,3
write(l/(i3)') ipar(k)

124 continue
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close;!. Status = 'keep')

imin = ipar(l)
i max = ipar(2)
n = ipar(3)
TS = cpar(2)
BCO = cpar(3)
sk = rpar(2)
do 145 k = 1, 2

bc(k) = cpar(k+3)
Ic(k) = dpar(k)
sc(k) = dpar(k+2)
if (lc(k) .It. 1.0e-25) bc(k) = 'n'

145 continue

if (cpar(l) .eq. 'd') then
reD = rpar(l)
rD = rpar(8)
TSr2 = l.OeO
Thp2 = l.OeO

else
rw = rpar(3)
re = rpar(4)
r = rpar(9)
S = rpar(5)

Tr = rpar(6)
hw = rpar(7)
reD = re/rw
rD = r/rw
TSr2 = Tr / ( S * rw * rw )
Thp2 = 2. * pi * Tr * hw

end if
if

C Calculate the n Stehfest coefficients
*

Call LTIC (n, V)

C Set up Time values
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IF ( TS .eq. T ) THEN
nt = 0
do 111 i = imin,imax

step = float(i) - 0.1 eO
do 111 j = 1,10

nt = nt + 1
step = step + 0.1 eO
t(nt) = 10.0**step

11] continue

ELSE
nt=9*(imax-imin)
Do 1 i = imin,imax

Do 1 j = 1, 9
k = j+9*(i-imin)
t(k) = float(j)* 10.0**float(i)

1 continue
END IF

C Open output file

Print '(a\)',' Enter Filename > '
Read(7(a)')fname
Open (2, File = fname, Status = 'new')
Write (2, '(//a//a)')' Output from Program CH-QP ',

& ' Flowrate under constant-pressure injection '
If (BCO .eq. 7) then

write (2,*)' Infinite Outer Boundary'
else

If (BCO .eq. 'o') then
write (2,*)' Constant Pressure Outer Boundary'

else
write (2,*)' Closed Outer Boundary'

end if
if (cpar(l) .eq. 'd') then

write(2,*)' Dimensionless Radius',reD
write(2,*)' Observation well at rD = ', rD
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else
write(2,*)' Well radius = ',rw
write(2,*)' Boundary radius := ', re
write(2,*)' Observation well at r = ', r
write(2,*)' Storativity = ', S
write(2,*)' Transmissivity = ', T
write(2,*)' Injection head = ', hw

end if
end if
Write (2,*)' Skin Factor',sk

if (bc(l) .eq. 'o' .or. bc(l) .eq. V) then
if (bc(l) .eq. 'c') then

write(2,*)' Overlying aquitard with closed UBC
else

write(2,*)' Overlying aquitard with open UBC
end if
write(2,*)' Leakiness = ',lc(l)/ S ratio = ',sc(l)

end if
if (bc(2) .eq. 'o' .or. bc(2) .eq. 'c') then

if (bc(l) .eq. 'c') then
write(2,*)' Underlying aquitard with closed LBC

else
write(2,*)' Underlying aquitard with open LBC

end if
write(2,7 Leakiness = #,lc(2)/ S ratio = ',sc(2)

end if

IF (cpar(l) .eq. 'd
Write (2, '(/a/)') '
Print '(/a/)','

ELSE
write (2, '(/a/)') '
Print '(/a/)','

END IF

') THEN
tD
tD

t
t

QD
QD

Q
Q

V
V

VD
VD hD'

d h'
delta h'

hD'
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Main Loop for each time value

Do 5 i = 1, nt
tD = TSr2 * t(i)
If ((BCO .eq. 'i') .or. (tD .It. 0.05*reD**2.03)) then

Call LTIF (LQF1, tD, QD, VD, PD)
else if (BCO .eq. 'o') then

Call LTIF (LQF2, tD, QD, VD, PD)
else if (BCO .eq. 'c') then

Call LTIF (LQF3, tD, QD, VD, PD)
else

Stop 'Invalid Boundary Condition'
end if

IF (cpar(l) .eq. 'd') THEN
Print '(lx, Ip4gl2.4)', tD, QD, VD, PD
Write (2,'(lx, Ip4gl2.4)') tD, QD, VD, PD

ELSE
Q = QD * Thp2

Vol = VD * Thp2 / TSr2
Delh = hw • PD
Print '(lx, Ip4gl2.4)', t(i), Q, Vol, Delh
Write (2,'(lx, Ip4gl2.4)') t(i), Q, Vol, Delh

END IF
continue

close(2, Status = 'KEEP')

Stop
End

* * » » * * * » * * * » » » * * * » » » » » * » * * » * * * * * * * * * » * » » * * » * * » * » • » » * * » » * » * » * * * • « • » *
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Subroutine LT1F (Fun, tD, QD, VD, PD)

C Laplace Transform Inversion Function

C Fun = Laplace-space function to be numerically inverted
C Pun = Secondary Laplace-space function to be inverted
C tD = dimensionless time at which Fun is evaluated
C QD = value of inverted function at time tD
C VD = value of inverted (function/ai) at time tD
C (time integral of function from 0 to tD)
C PD = value of inverted secondary function at time tD
C

Rears V(30), Fun, Fa, Ga, Pun, Pa, a, ai, Ftemp
Common / LT1 / n, V
External Fun

a = DLog(2.0 D 0) / tD
Fa = 0.0 D 0
Ga = 0.0 D 0
Pa = 0.0 D 0
Do 20 i = 1, n

ai = a * Dble(i)
Ftemp = Fun(ai,Pun) * V(i)
Fa = Fa + Ftemp
Ga = Ga + Ftemp / ai
Pa = Pa + Pun * V(i)

20 continue

QD = a » Fa
VD = a * Ga
PD = a * Pa

Return
End

» » a - » * - » * » » » » » » » » * » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » * » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » * »

Real*8 Function LQFl(u, LPl)
»
C Laplace-space Flowrate Function
C Ca.se 1: -- Infinite Boundary
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Real*8 u, ul , KOI, KO3, Kil, LP1
Real*8 DBKO, DBK1, DQBAR
Common / LQF / sk, reD, rD
External DBKO, DBK1, DQBAR

ul = DQBAR(u)
KOI = DBKO(ul)
K03 = DBKO(rD * ul)
Kll = DBKl(ul)

LQF1 = ul / ( u * (( KOl/Kll ) + sk * ul ))

LP1 = K03 / ( u * ( KOI + sk * ul * Kll ))

Return
End

•*»»»»»»****»»**»!
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Real*8 Function LQF2(u, LP2)
*
C Laplace-space Flowrate Function
C Case 2: - Open Boundary

Real*4 sk, reD, rD
Real»8 u, u l , u2,101,102, 111, KOI, K02, Kil , Dl, D2
Real*8 u3,103, K03, LP2
Real*8 DBIO, DB11, DBKO, DBKl, DQBAR
Common / LQF / sk, reD, rD
External DBIO, DB11, DBKO, DBKl, DQBAR

ul = DQBAR(u)
u2 = reD * ul
u3 = rD » ul
101 = DB10(ul)
102 = DBI0(u2)
103 = DB10(u3)
111 = DBIl(ul)
KOI = DBKO(ul)
K02 = DBK0(u2)
K03 = DBK0(u3)
Kll = DBKl(ul)

Dl = K0ri02 - K02-I01
D2 = sk * ul *( KO2*I11 + K1TI02 )
Dl = u • ( Dl + D2 )
LQF2 = ul * ( K1T102 - K02*Ill ) / Dl
LP2 = ( K03*I02 - K02*103 ) / Dl

Return
End

» » » » » » » » » » » » » » i » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » * * * * * * » * »
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Real*8 Function LQF3(u, LP3)

C Laplace-space Flowrate Function
C Case 3: — Closed Boundary

Real »4 sk, reD, rD
Real*8 u, ul , u2, 101, 111, 112, KOI, Ki l , K12, Dl , D2
Real*8 u3, 103, K03, LP3
ReaP8 DBIO, DBll, DBKO, DBKl, DQBAR
Common / LQF / sk, reD, rD
External DB10, DB11, DBKO, DBKl, DQBAR

ul = DQBAR(u)
u2 = reD • ul
u3 = rD * ul
101 = DBIO(ul)
103 = DBI0(u3)
111 = DBIl(ul)
112 = DBIl(u2)
KOI = DBKO(ul)
K03 = DBK0(u3)
Kll = DBKl(ul)
K12 = DBKl(u2)

Dl = K12*IO1 + K01*I12
D2 = sk • ul •( K12'I11 - Kll*112 )
Dl = u * ( Dl - D2)
LQF3 = ul * ( K1TI12 - K12»111 ) / Dl
LP3 = ( K12*1O3 + K03»112 ) / Di

Return
End

^ 4 * * * * * * » * » » » » » » * * * * » » * » » * » » » * * » » » * »
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ReaP8 Function DQBAR(du)
»
C Function to implement upper and lower boundary
C conditions by modifying the argument ul of
C the modified Bessel functions in the LQFn functions.

Character*l bc(2)
Real*8 lc(2), sc(2)
Real*8 u, die, dmc, du
Common / LBC / lc, sc, be
u = du
do 5 k = 1, 2

if (lc(k) .gt. 1.0e-25) then
die = lc(k)
dmc = Dsqrt( u * sc(k) ) / die
if (bc(k) .eq. 'c') then

u = u + die * die * dmc * Dtanh(dmc)
else if (bc(k) .eq. 'o') then

if (sc(k) .le. 1.0e-14) then
u = u + die * die

else
u = u + die * die * dmc / Dtanh(dmc)

end if
end if

end if
continue
DQBAR =-- DSQRT(u)

return
end

S1NCLUDE:'LTIC.FOR'
$1NCLUDE:'DBIO.FOR'
SINCLUDE-.'DBIl.FOR'
SI\CLUDE:'DBK0.FOR'
$1.\CL.UDE:'DBK1.FOR'
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